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July 31,1964. LETTERS Report 184.
(Again this is in reply to a letter - and instead of writing to just ONE - we set 
this up for Duplication - so that 250 or 500 others can see our Stand. We send the 
CARBON COPY away immediately - and later print the copies. We are leaving on a two- 
week PLacer-Mning Trip - so we answer now or it will be too late. Sorry we cannot • * ■ 
spend more time on the Papers - but must “make Tents11 -)

******** 

PROFESSING to be Christ
ians, yet having NO 

Christian EXPERIENCE..... 
and felt no INDIVIDUAL

Responsibility (just went' 
by the LEADERS.)............

’’Thdy will be brought LOW in the DUST...1
SG 4^63. "WAR lifts his helmet'to his 
brow; 0 God - protect' Thy people now." 
(The OTHER CLASS - the "CHILDREN OF GOD" 
that DID NOT "MINGLE' with the "CONTEND- ‘

« TI:270.)
MAY GOD HELP HIS PEOPLE NOW

«... in the DEADLY CONFLICT... marshaled 
by the DRAGON HOST... May God protect His 
people now." T5?2I3. ..
"MAY GOD PROTECT HIS PEOPLE NOW" • (same 
words as above in SG 4*63. The OTHER CLASS 
- the "PROFESSORS OF RELIGION11 - "SHALL “ 
FALL BY THE SWORD" - no DOUBT -about those 
Words. Also God "will destroy both Classes 
(the World and those who UNITE’ - MCNGLE - 
with the World and the "contending ELE
MENTS" - be they WHITE or BLACK - or RED 
or YELLCW - too YELLCW to stand "ALONE" 
"Perhaps SEPARATELY'and ALONE" T5M63* ~ 
"They will COWARDLY take the side of the 
Opposers." T5:I36.)

GENERAL CONFERENCE POLICY . • ‘ - 
"In this situation wbrldy'POLICY will urge 
an outward compliance with the LAWS of the 
land, for the sake of PEACE and HARMONY... 

PEACE AND HARMONY ~
F.D.N. July 25,1963- - R&H - p.12:
"... and willing to die, if heed be, for 
our Country, (or for Nazi' Germany," or any 
other "Country1) in response to the con-

NOT PRISONERS OF HOPE
‘‘They are NOT Prisoners of Hope...(God) 
will LAUGH at their Calamity, and MOCK 
when their FEAR COMETH... -
"Isa. 3 was presented before me. I was 
shown that this Prophecy has its appli
cation to these Last Days; and the re
proofs are given to the Daughters of Zion 
who have thought only of appearance.and 
display. Read verse 25: "Thy men shall • 
fall by the SWORD, and thy mighty in the 
WAR." I was shown that this Scripture 
will be strictly fulfilled. Young men & 
women PROFESSING* * * * 

**********
.fflNGLING with the World, and following -thfc* ******* 

* * * * 

*********** 
•’ * * ********

■ ’ WAR
The Subject is WAR. We know that WAR is 
EVIL - and that EVIL men and EVIL women are 
at their "Best" in Time of WAR. The FIRST 
Papers we wrote were on this Subject. "Nfcr 
Soldiers DO’NOT FIGHT.« ■
It is kind of Tiresome us to Quote and 
re-Quote 11:270,357,360,361,365. (WAR.) 
363. (WAR & SPIRITUALISM.) 

* * *

"The Isreal of God in these Last Days are 
in constant DANGER of MINGLING with the 
World and losing all Signs of being the 
chosen people of God... Shall we bring"His 
WRATH upon US by. departing from Him and*
ABOMINATIONS of the 'Nations around tisS"*2S3ii * *

- PROFESS ORS OF RELIGION 
' " ' ' &

■ THE CHILDREN OF GOD .
"The Lord desires all who bear the Message 
for these Last Days to UNDERSTAND’ that 
there is a GREAT DIFFERENCE between JRO- 
FESSORS' of Religion who are NOT DOERS of 
the Word, (Who preach "By Faith - ALONE.") 
NOT DOERS of the Word, (a "GREAT DIFFERENCE11 ING ELEMENTS of these Last Days, 
between, them and -) the Children of God, 
who .are. Sanctified through the TRUTH,’who 
have that FAITH that WORKS... The Lord ' 
speaks of those who CLAIM to believe the

■■ TRUTH for this Time, yet see nothing incon
sistent in their taking part in POLITICS; 
(KIASER BILL’S POLITICS - HITLER ’S POLITICS 
- CHINA’S RED POLITICS - CATHOLIC KENNEDY’S 
POLITICS - RED MUSLIM BLACK REVOLUTIONARY - 
POLITICS) (That a BLIND man couLd see where

. THAT would head into.)
".... yet see nothing inconsistent in their 

’ • taking part in POLITICS; MINGLING with the
CONTENDING ELEMENTS of these Last Days, as 
the Circumcised who MINGLE with the UN
CIRCUMCISED, and He declares that He will 

• DESTROY BOTH CLASSES TOGETHER’WITHOUT DIS
TINCTION. They are doing a work that God 
has NOT' SET THEM TO .DO;., and He will CON
DEMN both ALIKE." FCE 482. ...

- "They were NOT in the Company. 'At every- 
CHANGE some were7LEFT behind... from the

. ABYSS BELCW... we. heard the WAR SONG and", 
the DANCE SONG.".12:595.(Both.go together.)
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I think the above rail give an idea of 
what our Stand is in regard to WAR. This 
is our Reply to a LETTER, from AUSTRALIA. 
We do not know for sure' if the WRITER 
wants her name mentioned or not - PLEASE 
let us know PLAINLY in the FIRST LETTER.

Those DECEPTIONS are "UNAUTHORIZED” “and 
INVENTED. We therefor REFUSE to accept - 
and need not reply to “QUOTES” that are 
not “QUOTES1’- but "TRADITIONS OF ELDERS.”

”... for the sake of PEACE ahd~HARMONY. 
And there are SOME who will even URGE’ such 
a course from the Scripture: “Let every 
soul be subject unto the higher power's... 
The powers that be are ordained of God.” 
T5*7I2. “SATAN has great power over those 
who yield to his control... the religious 
Teachers of the people... There are hearts 
today among the professed followers of 
Christ inspired by the SAI® SPIRIT that

OTHERS have equal RIGHTS - WITHOUT passing 
their Children through the FIRE J That is 
the TALK of ”TIIvE-SERVERS“ and TROJAN 
HCRS2S sent in to DESTROY from WITHIN.)
"... and willing to DIS, if need be, for 
our country, in response to the consider
ation that has been shown to us. (By REH: 
“It is expedient for one man to DIE - that 
the Nation PERISH NOT.”)...
"Fortunately, that very mood and attitude 
has marked the WARTILE ACTIVITIES" of a 
great number of our young men, for which 
we can be thankful. That, in turn, helps 
to ensure the CONTINUANCE of the CONSIDER
ATION given to us by certain‘Governments.11 
p.12. R&H, July 25,1963. FDN. HERR CBER- 
LIFUTENANT KANNONEN-1.EISTER NICHOLS.(Such 
as the WEHRMACHT MACHINE GOVERNMENT?)

2- (? 184.) FDN - the “BLACK POLE" of the Adventist Church. Behind the Scenes...
...in responft to the CONSIDERATION that the MAJORITY INQUIRE of the Prince of 
has been shown to us. (WHAT “consideration”? DEVILS and trust in him.” TI:363-4.

T5:2A5. THE CRUCIFICTION.
(1) The PRETENCE in 1914-18 that we (in
America) - are “NEUTRAL” about what our 
people do in War-Time. The LIE to this 
was given in KIASER BILL *S GERMANY when 
Seventh-day Adventists in good and regular 
standing were EXCOMMUNICATED for NOT join
ing Kiaser Bill *s ARMY. That was the BE
GINNING of REFORM. " ‘ ‘
(2) Marshalling “CIVIL DEFENSE” workers.
(3 )’Marshalling’the NEGRO - so’that, as we 
predicted - Adventists will yet CLOBBER 
Adventists - Adventists on BOTH” SIDES*’ The 
Scene set by one Catholic Kennedy. “Our 
FORMER Brethren will BETRAY us to the 
CATHOLICS...”
(4) Manning Air-Force ALARM LOOK-OUT POSTS.
(5) MILITARY-CADET CORPS. Men and Women.
(6) “OPERATION WHITE-COAT.” GUINEA-PIGS” 
for' DISEASE-GERMS;- LSD-25 and what-else? 
"Very many men in authority, GENERALS' and 
OFFICERS, act in conformity with instruct
ions communicated by spirits... SATAN, is 
acquainted withJIAR, and he DIRECTS. .Leaders 
in the Army REALLY BELIEVE... the MAJORITY

“THE IGNORANT MULTITUDES were led, by 
the DECEPTIVE REASONINGS of those in 
HIGH POSITION, to reject the Son of God, 
and choose a ROBBER and MURDERER in His 
stead." TM 38.

DECEPTIVE REASONINGS.
This Sister in AUSTRALIA (We st) is being 
tempted by the DECEPTIVE REASONINGS of 
one Former’“NICOLIC REFORMER” - who now 
quotes "The Spirit of Prophecy & Military 
Service” by one W.C .WHITE - one D.E .ROB
INSON, and one A .L .WHITE - in which all 
that Sr .“White said is REVERSED - and 
a Statement from “JAMES WHITE” is “QUOTED1!

QUOTED OR INVENTED?
I do not need to reply to this -’ as James’ 
Whit© was not infallible and never claimed 
he was. He also took a Strong stand for 
PORK on one occassion - so that means' 
we can'now eat PORK - ? (Oh! I FORGOT J 
Wo CAN* So says NICHOLS of the R&H J Be
cause the “CHURCH MANUAL" does NOT FORBID 

clamored for the CRUCIFICTION of our Saviour’lit due to the "BENEVOLENCE OF THE CHURCH”
- which is KINDER than GOD HIMSELF* And 
ALLOWS what God DOES NOT ALLOW*)
We are NOT to go by “UNAUTHORIZED STATE
MENTS” - especially by the “NEW ORGANIZ
ATION" that "teaches the things shown in 
Series B2:54 where the TEACHINGS of the 
“NEW ORGANIZATION” are made manifest.

UNAUTHORIZED.
Who has AUTHORITY to BEGIN such a MOVE
MENT? We have our BIBLES... the ERRORS ’ ’ 
that have been coming IN - must be LET... 
the dissemination of SEDUCTIVE THEORIES.” 
Series B 2:55. 7*39. T6.-IZ3. NL 54.

’ MONKS IN THE’ BLACK VAULTS . ' 
"Ancient writings were FORGED by MONKS. 
Decrees of Councils BEFORE UNHEARD CF, 
were discovered... And a Church that had 
REJECTED the TRUTH - greedily accepted 
these DECPTIONS.” GC 56,51.



the WEEDS mil take over the Crop, W.e intend to give the WEEDS a good going-over.)

completed by a DECISION MEETING in EVERY 
Church in the Union.” p.24-26.

3 A
3- (^184.) Aug.9,1964. (Well - wo wore back from our Trip sooner than we expected. 
The 73 year old Placer-Miner was “on the Ball” as to location of Gold - but during 
the 3O-year.‘period he was- gone - the one Spot he had in mind was worked and Boulders 
piled up ”20-feet ;high” on both sides of the Creek. The other Spot that he had to 
spend DAYS getting into by Horse and by Foot - we drove by Car right to the edge“of 
the Creek - and he said it was like “Looking for a Needle in’a Hay-stack” - so we came 
Home. Found some Ore we are having Assayed, While the Hired-man is'repairing the 
Pumping Engine - I will take some time off to cut these Stencils ready for the* Day 
when we run them off * From everywhere we have calls for the ’’INDEX” - I am sorry - 
-this will have to wait’- as we must line things up before Winter in the matter of 
Mining i-So look for the INDEX'later. There are also LETTERS by Donald KING, Madelyn 
LEWIS, Ann DeMICHAEL - to name a few - that should be printed .’ So much to do - and So 
little Time. The FOLLOWING thoughts may not be connected as well as they might - due 
to the Conditions under which~we Work. But theseTHOUGHTS must be put on PAPER - and 
some one else will develop the THEME and REAP the HARVEST. We must do some HOEING or

• - - ... .. .. THE STATEMENT.
The REASON for the Statement is as'follows:
(1) .To WARN people of the -Minister. This is 
the very .Opposite of the Programme outlined 
by the Seventh-day Adventist Church. They

‘ are Obsessed with the Idea that True Relig
ion - and the Ultimate of Religion is to 
Honor the Mnister (and "REFORMERS” have 
the same Disease.)
In the Dark Ages such people would* have

- stayed with the Catholic Church and its 
CrUsades against the Independ*ent Minority 
and their Rights of Free Expression and .. 
Private Worship. . . - - —
(2) TheSECOND Reason for the Statement is 
that as you Study the Programme of the 
Seventh-day’ Adventist Church - you See the 
Leaders more and more calling, the Ministers 
together "to" Indoctrinate them and Brain
wash them into ONE Line of THINKING. •

E.G.- EXEMPLI GRATIA
‘ SEVENTH-DAY‘'ADVEITTIST MINISTRY MAGAZINE - 

AUGUST, 1964:
”P.H.KLdri^e addressing- the WORKERS ..at the 

.... MINISTERIAL INSTITUTE. A large MAP...with 
cords connecting the name of each Evange
list to the location of his forthcoming., 
campaign,*dominates the Stage.” p.25^

and the Thinking is:) ”... j 
an advance but FINISHING THE WORK.

,... genuine’ connection with Divirie 'POWER...
“TIMES' LAST. HOUR,. Lord, give us Thy POWER” 
.■ •. planting seeds of Truth..♦(?)...many 
of our.HOSPITALS^*. The CRUSADE will be

"WE IT PLAIN.” 
' ROY A .ANDERSON - Ministerial Head, of the

SEMINARY and Director of Doctrine - makes 
it “PLAIN” in this number of his MINISTRY 
MAGAZINE what will be taught on the Sub
ject of ”1 AM SAVED” -

”1 AM SAVED" •
The Major Attack of Babylon and its 
Philistines - has’been on that Point. It 
does away with the "HOUR OF HIS ,JUDGI'B.NT“- 
it does away with the SEALING ANGEL. Roy 
A. Anderson feels we need this “Blessed 
Assurance" - “Are our people receiving

' the' ASSURANCE • they need. in this.TRYING” 
HOUR?” (He asked at the Pre-Council Meet-

- (And another thing that dominates the Stage ing of Ministers,'Wissioneo?ies, and Bible 
not only making .Workers before the San Francisco. General 

a' Council Session in 1962.) And FROOM is 
chasing around the World looking for 
SPIRITUALISM in HindustariLand or Timbuktu- 
when SPIRITUALISM in its WORST FORM has

■ come home to Roost in the SDA Church!

THE MOST IMPORTANT MINISTRY" ’
This may seem like a Shocking Statement to' 
make - but the more you Study it - the more 
you will See the Truth of it. n u ~Old-Time Preachers, men of Fire - spoke 

as they were moved by the Holy Spirit to 
ask for “DECISIONS” - but the BIBLE TRANS
MISSION' BELT of Today MANUFACTURES “DECI
SIONS” and “CRUSADES” are paid for on- the 
ADVERTISING LEVEL - and now with this 
Supreme bit- of - DOUBLE-TALK:
“...a master project... This’will in no 
way limit the plans of independent activi
ties of departments, but will endeavor to 
INCLUDE them (if you can’t Win-’em -’ .JOIN 
’em) INCLUDE them ALL in the framework of 
a project that will provide a maximum possi
bility for PROMOTION and PARTICIPATION.”
*p.26. - ----- ------- .---- . - -
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AMBIQUIT Y: Waver around. Doubtful or un
certain.

ROY A .ANDERSON - Director of Doctrine:- 
“And that is a good question. Why do we 
publish things like this?”
ROY A.ANDERSON: - " ~ ~
"He further said: "I am greatly relieved’ 
to discover that Adventists 
the Sabbath IN ORDER TO HE ; 
rather BECAUSE YOU ARE Saved.(".'. 
out in letters three feet high J")
ROY A .ANDERSON:
("MAKE IT PLAIN" EDITORIAL.)
“The ambiguity of that published statement 
had caused REAL CONFUSION in this man’s 
mind, as it PROBABLY HAS in HUNDREDS if not 
THOUSANDS of other minds. Should we not 
DETERMINE to REMOVE the AMBIQUITY from all 
such Statements?" pc3. Aug.64 MINISTRY.

BUYING OIL IN THE MARKET-PLACE.
ROY A .ANDERSON:
“A FRIEND (BARNHOUSE-MARTIN?) (BILLY GRAHAM 
-OR.AL ROBERTS?) “A FRIEND from another 
Christian group came to us and said: “Do

• you believe that only those who keep the
“ seventh-day Sabbath will be saved?11
“N0311 we replied. ■ - - ■
“Then why do you publish a statement like 
this?" - - - - - - - ----- ------ ----

............ BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE STATEIENT. '
"So you see we must keep the seventh day 
Sabbath if we expect to be saved at last.11 .

ion with’God as some of our Mnisters 
have had. To entrust the work to SUCH- 
PEN is like setting children to manage 
great vessels at sea. Those who are DESTI
TUTE of heavenly wisdom, DESTITUTE of’ 
living' POWER with God, are not competent 
to steer the Gospel SHIP amid ICEBERGS & 
TEMPESTS. The Church is passing' through 
severe conflicts, but in her peril MANY 
(are YOU one of the "MANY" - ?) MANY 
would TRUST her to hands THAT WILL SURELY 

" T5:IO4-5.
THE WRECK.

What CAUSED the WRECK? “THE PREACHING" 
that’begets a “FALSE SECURITY."
And "KNOWEST NOT that thou art WRETCHED, 
and MISERABLE, and POOR, and BLIND, and 
NAKED." MESSAGES of WARNING - dictated by 
the Holy Spirit, are borne by the Servants 
of God, DEFECTS of Character are presented 
before the errihg;<'but they say: “That 
does not represent my case; I do not ac
cept the MESSAGE you bring. I am doing 
the best I can, I BELIEVE the’TRUTH." 
THAT EVIL SERVANT... had yielded to’SATAN. 
. he unites more and‘more with the un
godly... Those who give their INFLUENCE 
to do an Evil work are doing SATAN’S 
DRUDGERY." T5:IOI-3.
ROY A.ANDERSON: (I9$2 GC SESSION): 
“Are our people receiving the ASSURANCE 
that they require for this TRYING HOUR?" 
(WHAT “ trying hour?" )

u

4- ('T84.) "I AM SAVED" - ANDERSON-FROOM-NICiHXS-FlGUHR-BEACH-BARNHOUSE-I'ARTIN-ROBERTS, 
FROOM and ANDERSON have been recommeding so A FALSE SECURITY,.
many Books of BABYLON to be READ by Seventh- “SPIRITUALISM TEACHES. ^"Each mipd will

because it is the JUDGMENT of "SELF.
The Throne is WITHIN you." GC 554.

THE TESTIMONIES':
"Much of the Pf eaching of late begets a

_ FALSE..SECUP.ITY... so little REAL cohnect-

day Adventist Ministers (and receive Ninister-JUDGE ITSELF..." “The JUDGI.WNT will, be 
ial "CREDITS" for so doing ’j - that they now RIGHT, L-- 
TALK and THINK just like the World. - 
"I Saw the DREADFUL FACT that God’s people 
were conformed to the World, with NO-DIS - 
TINCTION, except in NAME." TI:I33. ... - 
“It is now IMPOSSIBLE to designate professed 
Advent Sabbathkeepers from all the World 
around them." TI:I35.
“They would occasionally point with great 
satisfaction to the letters on their gar
ments, calling for the OTHERS to have the 
SAME upon theirs. They were in the BROAD
WAY, yet they PROFESSED to be of the number 
who were traveling the Narrow Way. Those 
around them would'say: “There is no dis
tinction between us. We are alike; we DRESS, WRECK HER, 
and TALK, and ACT alike." TI:I2S. -------

1,,.' do not keep 
Saved, but 

spell it THE TESTIMONIES:
“Just before us is the "Hour of Temptation" 
... the WICKED.., count themselves SECURE 
from the JUDGMENTS of God... They manifest 
as much ASSURANCE as if, indeed, they had 
made a covenant with death and an agree
ment with Hell... NOTHING can arouse their 
FEARS,., LONG has SATAN been preparing'for 
hi's FINAL EFFORT to deceive the World... 
“Ye shall not surely die."... his T.AStLR- 
PIECE of DECEPTION.,, it will be reached 
in the LAST REMNANT CF TIKE... They are 
fast being lulled into a FATAL SECURITY, 
... the REFUGE of LIES." 1884 GC 377-9.
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5- (^84.) 111 AM SAVED" - the REFUGE OF LIES J 
ROY A ANDERSON:
Lays down the Law in ho uncertain Terms to 
any Adventist Preacher FAILING to give that 
"BLESSED ASSURANCE" - that RED-HOT OIL- 
SALSEMEN’S SUPER-LUBRICANT that greases 
the Skids to Hell: “I AM SAVED."
OF ALL SINS - THE MOST HOPELESS:
Those who were in the GREATEST LIGHT - 
those who were WARNED of this DOCTRINE - 
are now LEADING OUT in PROMULGATING it in 
CHURCH and in REFORM.
RADER-PESTES-McCOY-FRED FRIGHT.
They seem to have no more RESISTANCE to 
ADVENTIST DOCTRINE - than a RAVISHED WHORE, 
Whatever the ADVENTIST LEADERSHIP Brain- 
Washes their Flock’ with - REFORMERS echo 
right down the Line.
"THE. WIDER CIRCLE" -by CECIL COFFEY, by 
"Faith for Today11 - by W ,A .FAGAL -

"One who TRULY UNDERSTANDS the Teachings 
of the Seventhr-day Adventist Church can * 

-ASSUREDLY KNOT that he is born again, 'and 
that he is FULLY ACCEPTED by the Lord. . - 
He has in his soul the ASSURANCE of -PRE- ■■ 

“SENT SALVATION, and need be in NO UNCER-
TABVY WHATSCF?'<ERO" p.I05. • • +
p.109: "WE ARE SAVED." ‘ —
p,IT8: »’I HAVE BEEN SAVED," "I AM BEING 
SAVED." "I SHALL BE SAVED." :

we brought out 'that QUESTION* As soon as 
we MET that "HOLY-ROLLER PENTECOSTAL" 
Religion of BABYLON-LAODICEA.

AS STATED IN THE REVELATION. ’ \ . 
"The World must not be introduced into, 
the Chui’ch, and married to the Church, 
forming a Bond of UNITY., Through THIS 
means the Church WILL BECOME INDEED COR
RUPT, and as stated in Revelation, "a 
CAGE- of every UNCLEAN'and HATEFUL BIRD." 
TM 265. A3:233. SM 2:67,68. T8:II8-I20.

THE UNCLEAN AND HATEFUL BIRD .
(COIE HOME TO ROOST:) 
"QUESTION II: (BARNHOUSE-MART IN-BABYLOW 
QUESTION - and ADVENTIST FRBOM-ANDERSON1 
REPLY):
"QUESTION II: Can one who holds Seventh- ' 
day Adventist views have the ASSURANCE in 
his soul of PRESENT SALVATION....? Or 
does he have to live in UNCERTAINTY,' 
pending whatever DECISION might be ren
dered in the INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT? And 
is not this UNCERTAINTY reflected in the 
Writings of Ellen GJfhite?"

REPLY- 
"One who TRULY UNDERSTANDS (There are a 
LOT of us that do not "UNDERSTAND F)

ADVENTIST SPIRITUALISM - ’

THE ADVENTIST RELIGION.
The Sum and Substance of the "NEW LOOK" 
at Adventism - is that they REPUDIATE 
the THIRD ANGEL’S MESSAGE of a COURT and 
a SEALING in HEAVEN - in the SANCTUARY 
in HEAVEN;-* and they TRANSFER the JUDG
MENT to EARTH - casting the PLACE of His 
SANCTUARY to the Ground - and ELECT THEM
SELVES that they ARE SAVED. Once-upon-a- 
Time they DISFELLOTSHIPPED the BALLANGERS, 

A .FRIEND-DAISY MEYERS- the JONES, the CANRIGHTS, and the KELLOGGS 
for Teaching that Religion of BABYLON.

ANDREASEN “ "
ANDREASEN - a SPECIALIST on .the .SANCTUARY 
SERVICE - FAILED to See the most import
ant ERROR in Doctrine in the "QUESTION
ABLE DOCTRINE" Book.

"I AM.SAVED". \ ‘
We have had one Adventist after the other 
ADMIT that he THOUGHT he Was SAVED. And 

ECHOED in the pages of the "YOUTH’S DESTRUC- our Mailing-List fell off_5<$ as soon as 
TOR" - ECHOFD in the WRITINGS of PESTES and 
RADER; also by JOHN BRINSI.EAD-:- 
"From time to time we hear certain religious 
moralists say something like this: "Jesus 
Christ was VERY CAREFUL about whom He assoc
iated with... He'set an example for us to 
follow, and He expects us to AVOID the 
QUESTIONABLE U^IVIDUALS." 
p.37: "NOTHING COULD BE MORE MISLEADING,..
He was not afraid to associate with ANYONE.’

- it OUTWITTED" ’ '
p.IO: "He drew a Circle that shut me OUT- 

"HERETIC, Rebel, a thing to'flout.
"But LOVE and I had the Wit to WIN: 

"WE drew a CIRCLE that took him IN J" 
"The WIDER CIRCLE" - by CECIL COFFEY.
BOTH the above "MESSAGES" are the VERY 
OPPOSITE of the MESSAGE of REV. I8‘- .’ * 
Which is the THIRD ANGEL’S MESSAGE. Which 
is the MESSAGE that the “HOUR CF GODA’S 
JUDGMENT IS COLE." And come APART from 
the WICKED - or PARTAKE df their SINS and 
RECEIVE of their PLAGUES. Jesus DID WOT 
associate with the PHARISEES AFTER THEY 
REJECTED HIM. "An HERETIC - after the 
FIRST and SECOND Admonition -‘REJECT’" 
"Come apart and be ye SEPARATE." "Cast not 
Pearls before SWINE." "HAVE.ITO COMPANY WITH 
THEM*" "WHAT I Know ye not that'he that is 
JOINED to an HARLOT - that they BOTH‘are 
ONE FLESH?" ("THE DAY OF ATONEMENT" . . . 
BEFORE entering Upon this SOLEMN Service 
.. ^they SEPARATED themselves, from the' 
HEATHEN among them... .CONFESSING their SINS 
and PLEADING for PARDON." HC 665.)
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J By just CHANGING a few WORDS - ’
(I wonder how many will really ENJOY the 
MESSAGE of WARNING brought out in these 
few Pages? HOW MANY will take a STAND for 
this" Truth? Or how many will be OFFENDED? 
It depends on how HONEST you are -and 
how SINCERELY you WISH to BE SAVED.)
.ROY A .ANDERSON - HEAD of SDA SEMINARY - 
DIRECTOR of what the MINISTERS are to’ 
PREACH - who has come out in this Aug. 
1964 MINISTRY MAGAZINE for SDA MNISTERS-

the Effort to STUDTthis Question for 
yourself - and to determine that YOU will... *..» . -• - - . p

.. FOR YOURSELF’ ”IN FEAR & > TREMBLING.” )-
In all the World we have only ever seen 

  J TWO articles AGAINST "I AM‘SAVED1’. - the 
NEVER can we. safely Religion of the PHARISEE. ONE was in

.or FEET., this side "AWAKE” magazine - an Excellent one.
At the moment I do not recall exactly 
where the other one was. It may have"

• - been in "THE PLAIN TRUTH*. Do you see 
how BABYLON’S ERRORS are CREEPING INTO 
THE SEVEIITH-DAY-ADVENTIST CHURCH - and 
MILLIONS UPON MILLIONS of "I AM SAVED”

"He HOPES to secure favor with both God and 
man.., he is full of Self-praise. He LOCKS 
it, he WALKS it, he PRAYS it,,. With this  
spirit it is IMPOSSIBLE for-Him to enter in- that "Folks. cannot misunderstand.’ 
tp communion with God. He goes down to his 
house DESTITUTE,,. . ;
"The Sense of NEED, the RECOGNITION of our 
Poverty and Sin, is the very FIRST condition 
of acceptance with God. “BLESSED are the
POOR in Spirit; for THEIRS is the Kingdom 
of Heaven.” COL I5O-I52.
- SELF-CONFIDENCE ” ’
nPETER, confidently declared, ”Although’ all 

‘‘ shall be offended, yet will’not I." Peter
did not know his own Danger. SELF-CONFIDENCE 
MISLED him. .i but in a few short HOURS the 
TEST came, and with cursing and swearing he o; .  . .  .,  ..* nTTiqn- u. • .. &uch Doctrine leaves them with the BLIND-

•v; STAGGERS as they walk their Winding
"The EVIL,that led to PETER’S fall, and that after the ?4ULTITUDES on BROAD-WAY.) 
shut out the PHARISEE from Communion with * * * * *
God, is proving, the RUIN of-THOUSANDS To-day. (Is your Soul worth - is Eternity worth 
There is NOTHING so OFFENSIVE. to God, or so the Effort to STUDY"this Question for 
DANGEROUS to ttie’human soul, as PRIDE and

• SELF-SUFFICIENCY. Of all Sins it is the MOST make Sure that YOU understand the TRUTH 
HOPELESS the MOST INCURABLE.” COL 152-154* FOR YOURSELF ’ ”IN FEAR &,TREMBLING.” )-

A SELF-CONFIDENCE--led him (PETER ) to the be
lief that he WAS SAVED... .
put confidence in SELF, or FEEL, this side 
of Heaven,;that we are SECURE against Temp
tation.‘Those who' accept the Saviour j how
ever, SINCERE, their Conversion, should NEVER 
be taught to say or to FEEL-thM they arc ■" 
SAVED. Thii is■■raSLEADING.«-(Did you read 
that - R .A .ANDERSON? "Misleading.” )C0L 155.

--WTERS-TEAC^ - with the
Flat-Footed WARNING - NOT to leave. ANY 
DOUBT in anyone *s mind - ’about whether 
SDA’is are SAVED - or NOT. From now on

• there is to be no' "ALBIQUITY’ about it - 
he writes under tho Caption of the 

Negro Muslim’s WAR-CRY: "MAKE IT PLAINi” 
He has done that. He has made it Plain. 
That he has locked hands with Babylon’s 
Billy Grahm-Oral Roberts-Barnhouse-Martin 
and the Tennessee Hill-Billy HOOSIER ’RE
VIVALISTS - "BECAUSE YOU ARE SAVED...
"Make it plain," says Jehovah, so plain’

p.3,4. MINISTRY MAGAZINE Aug. 1964.
(and on p.I8 we have what naturally follows 
- "TONGUES.” Then for- a real Knock-out”, 
Potion of Southern Kick-a-poo-joy-juice;- 
turn to find out all about "SANCTIFICATION” 

,and "PERFECTIONISM1 and ” JUSTIFICATION1’- 
. -in case your MINISTEx ‘’AILS to I IMBIBE at 

this Font of Forbidden'Misdom’- you could 
... read all about it on p.42 *’ from the LEN- 

NONITE CHURCH - who, in case you did not” 
know it - are but a Step behind (or Ahead?) 
of the "RUCK & ROLLING HOLINESS TOWNTS” 
by recommendation of one Gerald H.I'Unchin.

Way

6-( '184) .WHERE BRINSMEAD FOUND HIS RELIGION - 
QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES ^ - <
"Thus we HAVE BEEN SAVED - JUSTIFICATION.” 
"We ARE BEU® SAVED - SANCTIFICATION.” 
"And we SHALL BE SAVED -7GLORIFICATION." 
pp.118-9...(B calls it "PERFECTIONISM.") 
(EG& calls it "HOLY FLESH” Doctrine.)

* * .* 

"SALVATION involves something that is PAST,, 
in PROGRESS... also refers to the FUTURE.” 
QD 349,350. "We are FREED,DELIVERED,SAVED.” 
QD 439. - - - - - - - - r « 

THE WST HOPELESS SIN "
"Unto certain which trusted in^themselyes 
that they WERE Righteous,. * The PHARISEE 
goes” up to the Temple’to Worship, NOT, be
cause he feels that he IS a SINNER in NEED 
of Pardon, but because he THINKS himself as 
RIGHTEOUS, and hopes to win COMEHDATION...



No two ways about it - Souls are being 
Won - but to WHAT - ? •- -

VIED, that they COULD NOT SIN, that they 
were SEALED .and HOLY, and that all their 
OBSESSIONS arid' NOTIONS were the’ Land of 
God..* the WTENDED PIETY of these FANATICS” ’ 
SM 2:27.-^HO did you say was a;FANATIC -?)

THE MEDNIGHT HOUR, - •
 “I AM SAVED” - the TRUTH on this Subject

is as dear as Crystal. There is no Ques
tion about it. , 
"BELIEVE in Christ,” was the Cry of these 
claimants of Sanctification, "ONLY Believe; 
("By FAITH’ - ALONE” ) - this is ALL that . 
is required of you. ONLY have FAITH in 
Jesus.” . /. -

■. ■ ■ ■ •• - ' *' , ■

”The Words of John came forcibly to ray. 
minds “If we say that we have no.Sin, we

i, and the Truth is NOT..." 
.in us,” I John 1:8. I was shown that those 
who triumphantly CLAIM to be .SINLESS,  
.("I AM SAVED" J) show by their very?BOAST
ING that they are FAR from beigg without 

. rn U nTA‘TT.Tr-n xu 1’ xu catwt taint~of Sin.-The more CLEARLY fallen manin.a Class who CLAIMED that they were ^:CTI-con,pT45hends the CHARACTER.of Christ, the. 
more DISTRUSTFUL will he be of .himself, 
and the more Imperfect will-hi a.'WORKS ap

pear to him..’. But-those who are FAR.,.. 
FROM Jesus, those whose Spiritual Per
ceptions are so CLOUDED by ERROR that

... THE PHARISEE 
“The INSOLENT Pharisees had an exalted idea 
of their own Piety and Holiness.” SM 1:31.
”1 AM SAVED”.'.. No sanctified Tongue will 
be found uttering these words till Christ 
shall come.” SM 1:314.
“...NEVER DARE TO SAY,"I AM SAVED.” (Same.)
“It is stating a’FALSEHOOD to say,"I AM 
SAVED.” SM 1:315.
"IGNORANCE and'SELF-SUFFICIENCY go hand in 
hand.” SM 1:316..
"The WORK of SANCTIFICATIONis' the WORK - 
of a. LIFETIME.” SM 1:317., TI :338.
"Every art and device Of SATAN will be used 
to accomplish, our RUIN. If you sit down 
with the ease-loving ones, with the words 
on your lips, "I AM SAVED,”,., you will be 
ETERNALLY LOST. There is TRUTH in JESUS 
that is TERRIBLE to the ease-loving, do- 
nothing ones.” SM 1:318. T3:207. -
"The Word of God declares,"ALL have SINNED, 
and come SHORT... “There is.NONE that doeth 
good, no, not one.” * Many are DECEIVED,..
They wrap themselves about with their own 
RIGHTEOUSNESS.” SM 1:320. - -
THE BIBLE: “I came NOT to call' the RIGHT
EOUS, but SINNERS to Repentance.” Mark 2:17
THE SWINE-TROUGH: "Do not.feed oft the HUSKS 
of SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS,” SM 1:328.

‘"CHRIST CANNOT take up the names of those 
who are SATISFIED in their own SELF-SUFFIC
IENCY. He CANNOT-importune in behalf of a 
people who feel no need of His help, who 
CLAIM to KNOW-and possess EVERYTHING." 358.

-________ IHXllUo XX WU CSO.V

" iHEHEFORE I will spue thee~0UT of My louth” deceive ourselves 
”... and thou hafet tried them which SAY 
they are’Apostles, and'ARE'NOT, and hast 
found them LIARS.” SM 1:387.---- . --
"But we had a STILL WORSE' element to“meet *

7-($I84.) "I AM SAVED’ HALLELUJAHF
MILLIONS UPON MILLIONS of "I AM SAVED” ’ WINNING SOULS
TRACTS wending their way around this World Uodouht that is a way to "WIN SOULS” — 
and hardly a ONE to COUNTER-ACT that MASTER But to WHAT? What are they won TO - ? 
DECEPTION of the Devil2 Who has some TITHE • They are won to the Siren Song of BABYLON, 
to Earmark for a TRACT on the TRUTH of’that BABYLON holds the MULTITUDES by just that 
Subject - ? FIGHT on the side of RIGHT J Kind of Preaching, Which ROY A .ANDERSON 

-FR00M- and others of the CEMETERY - 
learned well from the BABYLONISH’ BOOKS 
they Brouse through and Recommend the .. 
Ministers to Brouse through - even if 
what is taught is HERESY, Not afraid for 
such Filth to FASTEN on the Wind. -Read 
this and Wonder:

ANDREW (not so) FEARING; ‘ 
(The man who was Strangely able"to obtain 
Time' on a CATHOLIC RADIO STATION when”nd 
other SDA Minister COULD - J READ some of 
the Things he RECOWNDS in the MINISTRY 
MAGAZINE - CATHOLICS that he calls "MEN 
CF FIRE” - etcetra - etcetra. Or would 
you'rather not KNOW these things until” ’ 
the JUDGMENT DAY - ?) (That JESUITS are ’ 
in CONTROL of the ADVENTIST CHURCH, also.) 
ANDREW FEARING: (Recommending a ”zany 
pseudonym of G.Hobad Kish. Read this Book1!) 

and even though we might want to 
argue with the Author - (??????????????) 
we cannot help realizing that what he 
said WAS WORTH SAYING.” (??????????????) 
by ANDREW FEARING to your Minister.



8-($84.) OF ALL SINS THE MOST INCURABLE, 
they cannot COMPREHEND the CHARACTER of the 
Great Exemplar, conceive of Him as alto
gether such a one as themselves, and DARE 
to Talk of their own PERFECTION of HOLINESS. 
They are FAR from God; they know LITTLE of 
themselves, and LESS of Christ.” LS 84.
(You should See the OLD BOOK - p.2IIj) 
AI:I94. TI:338. T5:I39o T8:293. NL 70. AA 
560-1. T4:429. T2:472. T3:324. Ev.595.

The MEND "BECLOUDED” by SIN and FALSE 
DOCTRINE. A SPIRITUAL DRUNKENESS. The BABY
LON BREW - cooked up by Billy Graham and 
Orel Roberts - being offered on the Advent
ist Table - and they are DRINKING down ERROR 
like WATER..1 This‘‘was PREDICTED EXACTLY and 
in DETAIL in GC 464. (But see the ORIGINAL 
I884 Edition p.296. At such a Time as this 
Adventist Leaders INVENT the Idea that ”N0 
MN IS NEEDED” - and DU® REFORMERS fall 
for that Bait' - HOOK, LINE, and SINKER. And 
are on the Trek BACK - to that "MN11 * in 
that Laodicean Pulpit - that verily is NOT 
NEEDED | "His SPIRIT is NOT poured out upon 
those who NEGLECT or OPPOSE the ‘•WARNINGS 
sent them by His Servants.” I884 GC 296.)

HIS MESSENGERS
”... while God’s MESSENGERS are WAITING, 
READY to carry them the SAVING TRUTH that 
they might be SEALED with the SEAL of the 
LIVING GOD. It is HARD for SOLE who PROFESS 
to believe the PRESENT TRUTH, to do even so 
LITTLE as to hand the MESSENGERS God’s own 
Money that He has lent them to be Stewards 
over... An Angel said, "ARE ALL MESSENGERS?” 
Another Answered, "Nd, NO; God’s MESSENGERS 
have a MESSAGE." EW 49,50.
"... but considered it so GREAT a thing to 
HELP the cause' of Salvation. The Angel said, 
"Can such enter Heaven?" Another Angel' an
swered, "No, never, never, NEVER.11 EN 50.
What MESS of a "MESSAGE" is it that "NO MAN 
IS NEEDED" - ? No "MESSENGERS" are "NEEDED”? 
The DEVIL must laugh till his sides are 
Sore as he sees DUMB REFORM LEADERS FALLING 
for everything he and' the Old Church cook 
up - because they were NOT AFRAID to go and 
IMBIBE the ERRORS rife in Adventism today. 
But they Toy with their own MINDS - until 
one after the other FAIL to take a CLEAR- 
CUT STAND for TRUTH - in this MIDNIGHT HOUR. 
And the greatest Deception of the Devil 
right now - found in REFORM PAPERS - is that 
they do not KNCF ~ that the LLDNIGHT HOUR is 
here - but still TALK, of "WHEN11 Error "WILL" 
come - and "THEN” you must do so ahd so..- In 
that UNKNON - UNDEFINED TOMORROW J ‘

"SATAN was trying his every Art to HOLD 
THEM WHERE THEY WERE, until the SEALING 
was PAST,, until the Covering was drawn 
over God’s people, and they LEFT WITHOUT 
A SHELTER from the burning Wrath "of God, 
in the Seven Last Hague s." EW 44.

. ' REV .18-
Those who CLAIM to know SOMETHING about 
the MESSAGE of Rev. 18 - which is a LESS- 
AGE of SEPARATION - if it is anything at 
all - yet these so-called Self-appointed 
"SPECIALISTS" in the Adventist Pulpits 
and in Reform;- are ECHOING the CRY OF 
BABYLON and the DEVIL - for ECUMENICAL 
(RELIGIOUS) UNION - and even the WORLD 
ITSELF is not so BOLD and BRAZEN - as 
to OPENLY INVITE the "HARLOTS" in - 
"WITHOUT REPENTANCE AND CONVERSION" - 
into their "FELLOWSHIP" - like BALAAM 
of Old. ' ’(1) HEARD at OBERST in 1963.
(2) SEEN in the'"YOUTH’S DESTRUCTOR” 
magazine before that. The Editor wishes 
a "DISEASE" of the "EYES" on any who 
would SEE an Adventist Girl get an Ad
ventist Boy into a Corner in the College 
of "AIL SAINTS". Worldly Magazines rep
ort the alarming INCREASE of SEXUAL' ~ ’

- PPOLLSCUITY in ALL Colleges evejJ&here. 
And the, Adventist Leaders LEET this 
Threat by wishing a "DISEASE OF THE EYES" 
on those who SEE what they SAW. _ .

. DOCUMENTED WIDENCE ’. - YI July 16,1963. 
“We hold these Truths"... (TROTHS???!) 
That YI Article should CAUSE at least 
100 PREGNACIES throughout the Adventist 
Colleges. I wonder what they would' say 
if and when the EVIDENCE is ever prod
uced of the out-of-wedlock PREGNACIES 
and DISEASES that take place in ADVENT
IST "SANCTUARIES" - ’ And among the-
Cloistered "LUNS" of the Drugging OrderJ 
Of course - when all else fails - you 
can hurl the EVIDENCE to one side by 
saying: "NO CHRISTIAN WOULD TALK'LIKE 
THAT ’" - So they GO BACK to those who 
DO LIKE THAT - .’ DISEASED in MIND'and 
BODY « and know it not. Neither seek 
they a Physician.
THE CONTAGIOUS ABORTION:
"I AM SAVED" - of all SINS the most' 
HOPELESS - the most INCURABLE. Found in 
ADVENTIST RANKS - in ADVENTIST PULPITS. 
And they pick up this DISEASE - and 
KNOW IT NOT’ COL 154(155-6). Truly NO 
CHRISTIAN would TALK LUCE THAT’ Talking 
like BABYLON & saying: "I AM SAVED."
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9-('"l84.) RABID RABBIS.
When FACED with this Dilemma - multitudes. 
salve their Conscience by saying: “NO 
CHRISTIAN would TALK like THAT’" And we 
agree most heartily - that NO'CHRISTIAN ’ 
would TALK like THAT - the way YOUR PREACH 
ER TALKS ’ No Christian would TALK* LIKE '

the ignorant Membershin - and Brain-Washes 
them with “SHEWN OUT” means "GOING THROUGH”'
- NOT to use DRUGS means to USE them’ - and 
now the Judgment Hour Sealing Message means 
you can. do your OWN JUDGING. - that you ARE 
SAVED-^ALED-HOLY^AI'TCTIFI^-JUSTIXIED- 
RIGHTEO1JS - or’any other WORDS. that only a . 
PHARISEE. could INVENT. And then when faced 
with the opposite of Rev. IS - when the 
DEVIL HIMSELF Is' seeking to UNITE ’all Plan
kind to OPPOSE the MESSAGE of Rev. IS - 
without^ which no man can be Saved
then .they lift their holy Skirts in Horror 
and Chant: “NO MAN IS NEEDEDJ" And so they Pentecostal missionary to the Orient.. 
TURN - and FOLLOW - that ”IW - in that -- - -
Laodicean Pulpit - that man that in the 
Lid night Hour of Spiritual Darkness - is * 
certainly NOT NEEDED] But EVERY OLE of the 
“NO MAN NEEDED” Prophet's'aiid Prophetesses- . 
has an Unholy Regard for the Rabid Rabbis 
in the Temple that almost literally Foam - 
at the Mouth as they deci are'' that “NO MAN 
IS NEEDED.” Because thdre are a FEW who 
see THROUGH their -SHEEP-SKIN GUISE’
—THE .LOUD CRY .' 

No one is looking for THIS' kind of a “LOUD 
CRY “T saw ANOTHER Angel come down 
from Heaven, having great Power; and the 
Earth was LIGHTENED (but, they considered 
it DARKNESS J) and - the Earth was LIGHTENED 
with his GLory. (and what was that LIGHT?) 
And he cried mightily with a Strong Voice, 
saying, BABYLON the GREAT is FALLEN; is ' ' 
FALLEN,’ and is . become the HABITATION of 
DEVILS, (is that what YOU believe - R.A.A.
- or JI. Is THAT what you told
them at SEATTLE as you said you were look
ing upon peojle who were “SAVED". - ? Yes - 
I better look up the EXACT TRANSCRIPT of 
that "MESSAGE” 'that FIGUHR-said was the ' ... . jvt-tfN ANDERSON-1 *' •
SXS* M5SSWBS ":an 3HOT at : "Jewel Bose, M.C., of the FGBMFI Convent- X

AT THE SEATTLE SEAl'CE. pAv All onJlnAcvraninSAF KFSLFTTFR.- Feb. I,I963; ■ (B.OJox ' - 4 ■
Terminal, Annex - LOS ANGELES 54j Calif .USA )
"... it stands on record*'in the■ •FGB54FI' mag- 
azine that many who'haver attended their1 
gatherings out of curidsity''or-'eVen skep- 
tinism have been overcome’by the spirits in 
attendance at these Meetings, some knocked

to the floor, and others baptized with a 
spirit that enables them to speak in 
Tongues even against their will.

'SEVELYH-DAY ADVENTISTS INVOLVED.' 
“We now come to the sad and startling 
fact that some of the leading Seventh- 
day Adventist , ministers, medical men,, & * ; 

THAT - like the Adventist ^Preacher who takes laymen of God’s church, have been involved 
in fellowship with the FGBMFI. We produce 
the evidence Herewith: ’ ” ' .7
(PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE of “DrRKoy Allen - 
Anderson, official of the Seventh-^day 
Adventist Church, Washington, D .C. (&) 
H .M.S .Richards,,of the “Voice of Prophecy” ' 
... Elder Geoyge Vandeman was also in :\ 
attendance at the (Seattle - Sept.1962) ;
CONVENTION for a number of days.)- \. . 
”... after examining all the evidence \ ~ - 
available, interviewing the FGBMFI repre
sentatives, listening to the actual Tape - 
Recordings... From a talk given by a ' ’■: 

... '. 7
“I’ve just been to northern Thailand........ .. 
“Now you people that have any thought of- 
calling this hypnotism or mesmerism,; or • 
Pentecostalism, or whatever you want to < 
call it, how are you going to explain< ; 
that? Those people who have never heard 
of the Holy Ghost (Audience: “Glory to* 
God ) and here God poured'out His spirit . , on them. (Audience: “Praise the Lord]") 
Same signs as the day of Pentecost...”

H.M.S'^ICHARDS. J . : 5 ' •
“From a talk given by Brother Ford of 
Denver,“Colorado: “It’s so good to be 
here and know that God is with us in our 
midst; so glad that our Dr.; Richard’s is 
here to speak to us this morning..£ to 
break down different denomj.national' barri
ers so that we can come together. Youkhow 
, salvation will remove the race barriers 
... but-when it comes to the denominational 
barriers, it takes the baptism of the • - 

• Holy Spirit.’(Audience: Shouting and loud: ’ 
cries of “AmenJ” ),., I believe we have a:/ 
hold of something here bigger than we' 

■ *”rOY ALLEN ALDERSON. 
“Jewel Rose, M.C., < 
ion at Seattle, introduced SDA,.leader...; 

a,... .a uiL; Roy Allen Anderson, as ■ follows: .§It •’s .,.SAF wonderful to haye . thes^. men who-are ... . ..
leaders in their denominations to visit ' 
with us LnXthis TGBMFI and~he’s from / 
Washington, D.C. - tha^TsTiheir head-7 ,, 

:■ quarters thqre.; (Audience: “^aise the '-/.7 
' Lord J”) Elder R.A .Anderson began his talk 
as follows:



10- ('-184.) OUT OF THE STRONGHOLDS OF SIN (???) WHAT IS SIN - ANDERSON ???
(R. A.ANDERSON - head of SDA Seminary - 
spoken to SUNday - POPEd'ay Keepers - HET.L- 
Believers * STYLE-Devotees - PORK—caters - 
Churches -which the Bible and Testimonies 
declare are “FILLED UP WITH EVERY UNCLEAN & 
HATEFUL BIRD11 - the following “MESSage" is 
what Figuhr figures is the “Third Angel’s 
Message” - the Message of Rev. IS:

THE ADVENTIST BLESSING TO PENTECOSTALISM: 
“It’s been a great joy to be with you!
I want to make a little confession to you- 
I’m two days late"to an appointment in 
California because I wanted to be with 
you brethren, and (Audience: Wave of Ap
plause) I have' to run now because I have 
to be in San Francisco (General Confer
ence Pre-Session where he tried to set 
“1400 Ministers and Workers” on FIRE and 
“Let us pray that no Fire-fighting equips 
ment will be used”... "a neople Saved” ... 
“PSYCHOLOGY... and SCIENCE are all~atti" 
ractive as subjects for Study..; we need 
the POSTER... MUCH ASSURANCE... Are our 
people receiving the ASSURANCE they NEED 
for this Hour?” pp.1,5,6,4,5. Oct.I962 
SDA MINISTRY Magazine. The'Adventist 
“AWAKENING” - with borrowed “OIL” from 
the World’s Red-Hottest' Oil-Salesmen 
Billy Graham, Oral Roberts, and Company.) 
(Back to SEATTLE - to the “MARKET-PLACE" 
for this OILY and SUAVE-SOAP - this 
“PEACE & SAFETY11 Hypocritical praising 
of the Wicked:)
”... I have to be in San Francisco by 
noon tomorrow and so, I’m driving, and 
you will, I'know, excuse me as I cannot 
wait another hour, but I want to tell 
you, M BRETHREN, it’s been a wonderful 
privilege' to be with you and the Lord 
Hess every one of you, and I trust that 
this Convention will set the people of 
God on fire! (How could it? When “THE 
PEOPLE OF GOD” were NOT THERE’)
(Audience: " Arne nJ”) "When a church is on 
Fire with the spirit of God the World 
will take notice,.”

ROY A .ANDERSON:
“You know Christianity is a religion of joy. 
(Audience: “Amen!”), It’s not a religion of 
restrictions! The ONLY thing we need to 
know is the Power of the spirit in our lives 
and he will lead us into all Truth. He alone 
will bring the restrictions .we need. Oh, 
yes! Its a different kind of thing from any 
other religion in the World. I know my 
brother here from Burma will bear me out: 
The religion of Jesus is a religion that 
sets the soul on fire with the joy of Jesus.

(We do not like to interupt so often- 
but we cannot let' that Old Moth-eaten 
Laodicean-Shepherd’s Rod Error pass with
out a Challange.' So the “WORLD11 will take 
“NOTICE” when the “LATTER RAIN” and the 
“POWER. OF THE HOLY GHOST” is poured out?
THE TRUTH OF GOD - UNACCEPTABLE to the 
CHURCH and to REFORM:
"An Angel answered, “It is the LATTERY 
RAIN, the REFRESHING from the presence 
of the Lord, the LOUD CRY of the Third ” 
Angel.” GREAT PCWER was with.these chosen 
ones. (And what does this “POWER" and- • 
the “HOLY SPIRIT" do, - Adventist? Break 
down all barriers as 'the SHEPHERD’S ROD 
have been telling us - ?)

(Audience: “Amen!")
(“THIRD ANGEL’S MESSAGE" cont’d:) 
“Jesus opened the prison house of Sin and 
brought His people out, and as I look out 
into your faces today I’m seeing a group of 
people who by the grace of God have been 
brought out of the strongholds of Sin. Let 
us thank the Lord for that, IT’S A REALITY! 
(Audience: "Amen!” Waves of applause and 
cries of "Praise God!")
ROY A.ANDERSON: (CONTINUING to those who 
Drink the Heady-Wine from the Ravished’ 
Harlot that sits on the Dragon from the 
Lower Regions - who propogate the' Devil’s 
First Lie - lay the Foundation for SPIRIT
UALISM - and for the » OF THE BEAST - 
these are the ones whom "GOD” has "BROUGHT 
OUT" - ? Brought OUT of WHAT - ? WHO was 
CONVERTED at this SEATTLE Bender - ?) 
“And I*ve seen that in so many lands... I 
tell you friends,'God is at work... in all 
parts of the World... We -must'bear witness; 
I was glad of the revised version of the 
song which we sang this morning, VHe’s the 
HEALER of ty body, he ’s the HEALER of my 
soul, he’s the Holy Ghost baptizer, every
body ought to tell.”
“I am happy for one thing as I see it today, 
and that is the wonderful witness of you 
Business Men (Been reading the "VOICE" to. 
see what he means by what he calls “WITNESS
ING" - ? ToWHAT - ?)... We need"to set our 
Churches ON FIRE! to. bring that revelation 
(Audience: "Glory, Hallelujah! Amen!)
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TUBES-- that WILL NOT. accept the Truth - DO 
NOT put.' the Blame on. the Godly Minister 
whe DOES-give them- the- Truth- and- by BEASON 
of. which -they dre OFFENDED - even as they 
were’.when “the Son of God Hifoself ’ spoke to 
them. But the modern LAodicean,Psychologist 
is SURE the- wayrto. “WIN"- souls is. the way 
Richards and'- Andferson sold'th'dif Birthright 
at SEATTLE:.ih'-I962- -to win .-a few’crunhs- 
of APPLAUSE? Sr. White 
because he ^wanted ter- make' a "NOISE" -and 'a 
“SHQ7" in the World -.his. “SUIT,WOULD'SET • 
IN ‘OBSCURITY «“ That is still the same 
trouble with Adventist beaders today.

wrong, for this is God-given “natural 
affection.11 (Like was found at the Golden 
Calf? Where they stripped down and the 
“Banner41 aver them was also “LOVE” "- ?)

(Perhaps PHINEHAS had “THE WRONG SPIRIT": ' 
when he seized “a JAVELIN1’ and torn down 
the “Banner of LOVE" - as Noses DID'at 
the Golden Calf - as True. Isreal did '-; 
with BALAAM - the “LOVE" :man.; PP 455-7.-)

BALAAM tried to be FRIENDLY-with BOTH . 
CAMPS - so does BRINSMEAD: * . •
“Let -us be CHARITABLE enough to SUPPOSE , 
that Roy Allen Anderson DID“NCT KNOW the-r.. 
nature of the Meeting before he attended 
to witness (?) for Christ.,. We believe 
'that Elder,Anderson was SINCERE and 
EARNEST in his remarks... Furthermore,•r 
Elder Anderson’s remarks were positively ' 
FALSE and DANGEROUS. He said,'“ChfistiAh-

Blame where’it 'belongs *• on tho-WIG’CED MULTI-religion of restrictions!" ^Parenthesis 
by BRYNSMEAD and Company: (So far, so ■ 
good") - SO FAR -SO GOOD - ? b '' '

Thep follows ** on p.5 of this* SAF NEWS
LETTER by Dr. Rue, Durst, Brinsmead-.and ■ 
Company in “SPIRITUALISM- SPECIAL”- 

•DOCUMENTED- PHOTSTATIC PROOF-that:
• 4» » .. •. j , .1

“I am sure it will be of further Interest'' 
And perhaps concern to' you-4 tb^lbarh that'- 
a NUMBER of your TOR MEN’’Na*7b’'feceived'!r< 

” the” expefieheb *bf* the” BaPtiSnr of -the ” “
Holy Ghost WITH SPEAKING !ONf OTHER’ TONGUES" 
S.A .BRAXTON - FGBMFI Director. Oct. 25/62,

* . .

THE BRINS® AD ORGAN-GRINDER:
We take excertion to the remarks of such 
Time-Servers" as HUDSON-DURST-BRINSMEAD- 
and Company - who PROVE beyond the~Shadow 
of a Doubt-' that the Adventist Leaders 
have sold"their" Birth-right, denied the \ 
Faith, 'betrayed Sacred Trust - and then 
end up “FORGIVING" them (when they asked’ 
for NO FORGIVENESS ’^Neither did they rec
ognize'ANY SIN* And then going still. * /’ 
further and ASKING for FERIISSION to 
FELLOWSHIP WITH THEM -"even when they ' 
themselves ADMIT the Church has gone to 

. 'Worshipping BAAL - and is involved in - 
what they themselves diagnose as “SPIRIT-..’ 
UALISM” - * That is where we part Company.

. OB •» «■» ’«• ■» . •» «B M- . Mf V? .

BRINSMEAD-DOUBLE-TALK-: ' • *4
“W© would not. for one moment suggest that: 
the spirit of brbtherliness. and .good will- 
that is sponsored by the (FGBI.FI Pentee 
costal “Spiritualist”) Fellowship is

II- (^84). POWER - ENRAGED THEM’
(ADVENTISM by and large does NOT believe 
this:) “Great PCWER was with these chosen 
ones. Said the Angel, .“Look-ye’" by At
tention was turned to the Wicked, or Un-’ 
believers. -They were all astir. (Coming, to 
“TAKE NOTICE" -'. R.A .ANDERSON?■ HOUTEFF? or 
any other False Prophet’s version of what 
the "PCHER" and the “SPIRIT" will do - ? 
The -.PQ^ER nthat? rested on NOAH did NOT con
vert the MULTITUDES nor the .-ANGELS that 
came to Sodom and Gommorah - nor the very 
Spirit o£ the. Son of God- DID NOT impress 
the Church-Leaders • Will it be ANY DIFFER- ’ 
ENT in the, Last Days - Anderson? “Vhe’n a 
Church is. on FIRE' with the Spirit of God 
the World will-TAKE’ NOTICE." by R.A.A. to ' 
the RENTECOSTS - we will let'the Holy 
Rollers “AMEN" - to .that .one!). SM 2:163.
Here. is. the unpopular Truth - the TRUTH 
that. Judas Iscariot REJECTED - for he, too
- wanted a POPULAR MOVEMENT - and so he 
wen^.back to the Old Church to get it. No 
betrayer*of Sacred Trust will Preach THIS 
MESSAGE: “ ' 
(The WICKED/or UNBELIEVERS were) “all astir. 
The.:ZEAL and POWER with the people of God 
had AROUSED and ENRAGED them.” EH 272.
THE INDEX. - you .want the INDEX - from Time 
to Time we give yoU’a LIST from the INDEX - 
here is “a'LIST for this'Subject: ‘ gy I*3‘T/t 
GC 607,4S.-T8:II7i202,330. T3:2l3'i TM 28'4 
242.“’EW T95,159.^.5,279,228. K 637. MB‘‘49. 
TM-424>233 4 SG 3:68,- 248. AA 576. SM 2:54.
— ‘ — ’— —■ ' — — _!*•’'** — — — — — — — — — — 

The POWER df Cod. and 'the SPIRIT'of God only 
ENRAGED them! In Adventism today - PROOF of 
the-“SPINIT *S“ working is if tHo Wicked 
ACCEPT-the-Message * That-is the Fruit of? 
PSYCHOLOGY and a^PEACE- & SAFETY" Message - 
such as was hbard- at, SEATTLE in 1962 - it 
was-NOT'dictated by'the Holy Ghost* Put the ity is a religion.of Joy? It’s NCT' a

by BRYNSMEAD and Company: (So far 
aood") - SO FAR -• SO GOOD - ?' ’

so

FGBI.FI


Or - like a DRUNK - had he better come 
OUT of the SALOON BEFORE. HE IS RIGHT - 
as his ONLY CHANCE TO EVER GET RIGHT - ?

by the “baptism of the Holy Ghost” - indeed 
a meeting to sponsor Satan’s outpouring of 
power* It was a meeting of speaking. in*ton
gues, rhythmic music, and a" place where 
Satan was in reality invited to display ■ 
his wonderful power. THERE. WAS HO BIBLE 
STUDY THERE AT. ALL.... .  < ifwill be "TIME" to “COKE OUT” - and 

then “COKE OUT RIGHTWHO is the JUDGE 
of WHO has come out “RIGHT” - ? Or will 
a person "KNCW" that he came out "RIGHT” 
• or is he to WAIT until he KNCWS he is

• “SAVED" * ? Is that “coming out* right?11

in the 7 Last Plagues,11 44, . -
"The Church"is in the Laodicean state. 
The presence of God is NOT In her midst." 
NL 91. SM 1057. TSsI^O,250,(1898).

DOCTRINES OF DEVILS.
“Do not listen to the Enemy’s suggestion 
to stay away from Christ until you have" 
made yourself better; until you are good 
enough to come , to God. If" you WAIT until 
then - you will NEVER, come." PK 320.
THERE IS HOPE OF BETTERMENTIN A CHURCH 
FULL OF THE DEVIL’S DRUGS * SPIRITUALISTIC 
POWER * BAALISM - ? . . ;*. '•
“SATAN was trying his every Art to HOLD 
THEM WHERE 'THEY-WERE, until the Sealing 
was PAST... and they.LEFT without a 
Shelter from the burning Wrath of God,

M * if

12- (“184). “A NUMBER OF YOUR TOP..JEN-HAVE RECEIVED-... THE HOLY GHOST WITH...TONGUES." 
- J ’ I ? -

3 letters in a row DOCUI'.ENT, this evidenced The HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY also has such 
letters on file to us personally. Which we have not disclosed yet. FIGUHR comes into 
the Battle and speaks of “TWO HniISTERS“in this picture on the “PRESIDENT'S PAGE”'Uy 
"two of our respected'and well-known Ministers11 « and as late as Dec.6,1962 - thdre 
were only “Perhaps a dozen inquiries11 regarding this Episode. “PERHAPS" is right. 
“PERHAPS11 a DOZEN’dozen. This was'almost HALF A YEAR AFTER IT HAPPENED’ July 2 to 
Dec. 6-5 MONTHS’!’ And then he only ADMITTED “TWO MINISTERS" - and the very NEXT RSH 
he "KNEW" there were "THREE" — BOTH of which are still NOT THE TRUTH - because there 
were MORE THAN‘THAT’- J And at OTHER FGB1.FI “Hotel Dinners11 as well J Yet BRINSMEAD 
writes: • -
"MISLEADING STATEMENTS IN PRESTDENT',S LETTER. We regret that this letter from the 
President contains false and misleading statements. We do not charge that it is INTENT
IONAL on the part*of the President... The President said that TWO of our ministers 
were in attendance at the Seattle Convention. THERE WERE THREE world-known figures of 
the Adventist Church-in attendance, AS WELL AS QUITE A NUMBTR OF OTHER ADVENTIST MIN- 
INSTERS THERE. We feel it wise "(?) not to name the others unless it-is absolutely necessary. Also, no mention is made aboutJo^LAY BRETHREN who attended." -
(2)"By saying that it was a meeting for ' (We have*a rash of “Pronhets" - "Excusers" 
Bible study and prayer, he seeks to exonerate - and professional Apologists”- ready to 
the ministers who attended. This was a meet- EXCUSE SIN IN THE CAMP - forgetting, - 
ing to break down denominational barriers * • perhaps - that to "FORGIVE SIN11 is the 

Prerogative of GOD - and NOT man!
These “JUDGES" - who “JUDGE"' that the 
Church - after all this Evidence - has 
NOT YET PASSED THE BOUNDARY OF HOPE - 
and still TALK of some distant Future -' 

’ .“WHEN" sin will “Become" so Rampant that
(4)"The President also credits Elder Andei> 
son with an "excellent talk." WE ADMIT it. 
sounded like a wonderful oration, "(Sounds 
like your hearts are beating in three- 
quarter Time!) 
SAF NEWSLETTER COWNTS CONTINUED': * • 
“We’admit it sounded like a wonderful orat
ion, and Tor sure the audience thought so 
too. There was much applause during his" 
speech',* and as soon as he finished, there , 
occurred a tremendous outpouring of power 
on the congregation. ON THE TARE DE COULD 
HEAR the talking in TONGUES and other 
SPIRITUALISTIC EXERCISES.” 
(6)“.. the General Conference’s stamp of 
approval oh the lying wonders of Satan. Now 
the barrier is down, and we may expect that 
this devilish thing will be imported into 
the camp of Isreal... OriLy immediate action 
on the part of the leading brethren can 
clear themselves and the name of the church 
from this whole thing." .
OH - ? King Saul’s “REPENTANCE" did NOT clear 
him when it was too late. JUDAS also sought 

‘"REPENTANCE" with "many Tears” - so did. 
ACHAN - and*many others - TOO LATE * J

FGB1.FI


!r

“As THE CHURCHES depart more and more widely

n

the BEW

n • • •

13- (z(I84.)”HJRIFY YOUR HEARTS - YE DOUBLE-MINDED... BEFORE THE FIERCE ANGER OF THE ' ' 
LORD COLE UPON YOU,.. IT MAY BE YE SHALL BE HID IN THE DAY OF THE LORDfS ANGER .“TI:I80.

“THE MYSTIC CIRCLE11 - “SUPERNATURAL PLAC
ING OF A CROSS11... “And when"! see God 
moving in the midst of coffee cups and 
ham-and eggs, I know that He is’real". 
Then I know that God is God..“"And~I 
saw a DEAD CAT resurrected before my eyesJ" 
... “Drawing us against our wills. We 
were impressed by the tremendous LOVE 
manifested by these men11!.. THROWN TO THE . 
FLOOR. I continued to tremble... many?

SAID: “Every 01® of the Honest ONES11 - but 
to., be a “ONE11 is the UNPARDONABLE SIN* So 
it had to be CHANGED to READ the "way it was 
“MEANT?- ’ SG 1:172-3* T4:3I0,249. T£:96.)

all ■ who are: HONEST will LEAVE the 
Fallen Churches, and take their "stand with 
the RE.MNANT.11 EW 261. See. 1/2,221,255?278.

from the Truth, (Who can depart FROM the 
Truth except those who were IN the Truth?') 
“As the Churches depart more and more widely 
from the Truth, and ally themselves more 
closely with the* World, the Time RILL come 
when those who Fear and Honor God CAN NO 
LONGER REMAIN IN CONNECTION WITH THEM... 
Then the spirit of Persecution will again 
be revealed?1 1884 GC 240. (See how this 
was “FIXED UP1 in your GO 390.)

AFTER ALL THIS AID MUCH MORE * SAF says: . , 
“NO CRITICISM OF MOTIVE OR “HUMAN ERROR.11 
“In closing, we- wish to make it clear 
that we in no 'way impugn the MOTIVES of 
any of the brethren (? 
“SEATTLE SEANCE.11 We i

“I. saw that God has HONEST children among 
the NOMINAL Adventists,' and the Fallen 
Churches, and before the Plagues shall be 
poured out, Ministers and people will be 
called OUT' from THESE Churches*, and will 
GLADLY receive the Truth. SATAN KNOWS THIS; 
and BEFORE the LOUD CRY of the'Third Angel 
is given,, he raises■an excitement in THESE 
religious Bodies, that those who have re
jected the Truth may THINK that God is 
with them. He hopes to Deceive:-the HONEST 
and-lead them to THINK that God is STILL 
working for THE. CHURCHES. But the LIGHT

THE LOUD CRY.
and the earth was LIGHTEITD with"His' 

Glory... the habitation of DEVILS, and the 
hold of every FQUL SPIRIT, and a cage of 
every UNCLEAN and HATEFUL BIRD.11 “And I' 
heard another Voice from Heaven, (NOT from 
the CHURCH - but from HEAVEN J), saying J 
“COLE OUT of her, my people, that ye Do ■ 
not partakers of her Sins, and that ye re
ceive not of her Plagues,11

- ' ‘I IGHT FROM HEAVEN.
",<» with the additional mention of the 
CORRUPTIONS which have been entering THE 
CHURCHES since 18/4 1884 GC 421'. (SEE
how it was “FIXED UP1 in your GC 603.)

’) involved in the 
simpl y believe that' 

they have made a mistake. They are’human. 
We sa$ this, deeply conscious that we too. 
have made mistakes. (OH - ? THAT KILD T) 
For the brethren to admit that a mistake 
has been made(To this writing no such AD- 
T1SSI0N HAS been made - and none will be I) 
will not lessen the confidence of the 
people of God in the Leaders of the Church; 
(WILL NOT - ? Just WHO do you PRESUME to 
speak FOR - ? If we “DOSE CONFIDENCE11 - 
then we are NOT “PEOPLE CF GOD11 - ?) 
indeed the opposite would be True.11 

tf'e take this opportunity to REAFFIRM OUR 
FAITH in the ultimate triumph of the Ad
vent movement... that the reins are in 
His hands.11 Very sincerely yours,

R.D. and J.B. BRINSMEAD. (per rb).

HOLES (were made Supernaturally) in the" 
ceiling.11 “LOVE and UNITY prevailing...11

CRAZY IN THE HEAD. " .
“Thus the greater the number-whom he ,

, _ . ... (SATAN) could crowd in to make a'.PRCFES-
will Shine, and all who are-HONEST (ORIGINAL SION" of the ADVENT FAITH while his power 

controlled their hearts, the greater ad
vantage would he gain by calling attention 
to them'as REPRESENTATIVES of the whole 
Body of believers... SAT AIL comes also 
among them. IN EVERY REVIVAL he is ready 
to bring IN those who are unsanctified in 
Heart-and UNBALANCED IN LUND.'When THEY" 
have accepted SOLE points of Truth, and 
GAINED A PLACE with believers, he works 
THROUGH THEM to introduce Theories *that " 
will deceive the Unwary... The Great'De
ceiver will 'PROCESS ANYTHING in’ order to 
gain adherents.” 1884 GC 244. (395-6.)

SAF NEWSLETTER; page 7: ;
"FGBMFD INTIMATELY RELATED TO ORAL ROBERTS 
AID PENTACOSTALISIF ..“INNER CIRCLE” ... ' 
“REVEALED TO BE PURE SPIRITUALISM... SUTER. 
NATURAL VISITATION^... SUPERNATURAL JOY...



HOLD TOGETHER. HE DOES HOT PUT NEW WINE INTO OLD BOTTLES.

‘M M • > ’ ' - . . ■

I * • - • ...

14- (y<E84.) GOD WILL HOT BUILD HIS PURE'WORK ON AN OLD SYSTEM THAT IS TOO ROTTEN TO

... LEAVE the Church of their Fathers, 
DA 232.

• “ . "ESCAPE FOR THY LIFE" “ ' .
. ’’There was a coining OUT, a

THESE' are prophecies that WILL ho. fulfilled’!
“IMny HOUSES now supposed to stand'secure 
WILL FALL.” TM 96,126. “SATAN has' 
with his -specious temptations,

JERUSALEM IS* A REPRESENTATION.
“JERUSALEM is a representation of what.' 
THE CHURCH WILL BE (A'Death Trap!) if it .. 
refuses to walk in the*Light that God has 
given... So Christ sorrows and weeps over 
OUR Churches, over OUR Institutions of 
learning, that have FAILED to meet the 
•demand of God! He comes to investigate 
in Battle Creek, which has been moving 
in the same Track as. JERUSALEM." T8;67.
“It is plainly stated that the buildings' 
in Battle Creek should not be enlarged... 
Thero vas DANGER that Battle Creek would 
become as JERUSALEM of OLD - a powerfuL 
center. If we do not heed these Warnings, 
the evils that RUINED Jerusalem will come 
upon us... it'will bring upon US the same 
Perils that fell upon ancient JERUSALEM!
T8:I33-4. ■"

Like grows with like in Transgression. It 
is a fearful assimilation. ’With the World 
he"'is. taken in the Snare...“will SURPRISE 
the FALSE TEACHERS. THEY are saying, “Peace 
and Safety," Like the Priests and Teachers’ 
before the Fall of JERUSALEM,... THEY look for 
THE .CHURCH to enjoy earthly FROSP. HITT and“ 
GLORY. The SIGNS of the Times they interpret 
as foreshadowing this, But what saith the 
Word of Inspiration? -“"Sudden* DESTRUCTION 
cometh upon THEp.". DA .635. “Behold, your 
HOUSE is left unto you-DESOLATE." DA 627.- 
"What does God say in regard to"His people? 
“But this ia a people ROBBED and'SPOILED; 
they are all' of them hid in holes, & THEY 
are; hid in prison HOUSES; THEY are for a 
prey, and none deliver©th; for a SPOIL, and 
none saith, RESTORE.” (See also Isa. 43.’) 
nvrn?OT< __ 1*1 TT T 1 1

THE FATAL MISTAKE. ;*
The Fatal Mistake being“made ln CHURCH and 
REFORM ranks is that the statements refer* 
ing to a “REJ.NANT" that will be “LEFT" .-. .
THE TRADITIONS of the ELDERS*has'given this 
to mean "LEFT" in the SDA Church! When the 
Statement (altho’~this will be “Hid from 
the Eyes’1 of those that are HOT SPIRITUAL’) 
the Statement means those “LEFT”"in the 
TRUTH!While the Majority and the’Church 
"Depart* from* the Faith” - while remaining . 
fastened ever so tightly TO the. CHURCH - 
the INVISIBLE CHURCH will LEAVE the Fool
ish Virgins - and the Door is SHUT] 

. u. ' JERUSALEM* '- **' ’
The destruction of JERUSALEM -*thc CITY & 
CHURCH OF GOD - was "DUAL in it’s appli
cation” - "This prophecy will AGAIN be ful
filled,». in this Generation.” DA 633. -
"... the visitation of Judgments upon Jer
usalem is to have ANOTHER fulfilment, of 
which that terrible“Desolation. was but a 
FAINT SHADOT." GC 36. ____ -
"The EVIL SERVANT... MINGLES with the‘World.

■ -LEFT THE CHURCH’ Or that

come IN 
with his- -specious temptations, and has. LED 
the FP.GFE'S^MD followers of Christ'AWAY from of God-is heard in a MESSAGE .of WARNING 
their Leader, classing them with the FOOLISH 
VIRGINS?’ TM-I30.- T5:2I,I0I. ,■ ... . ?
“Unless there is a REFORMATION - CALAMITY “ 
will overtake the PUBLISHING HOUSE; and the 
WORLD will know the REASON." 13:96.

LEAVING UUDEAF ■
"The SANHEDRIM had rejected Christ’s 
Message and was bent upon His;death; 
therefore Jesus DEPARTED FROM JERUSALEM,•> 
(Show this to your Adventist Preacher 
the next time he says tha-^,.Christ NEVER 

He TVER assotji^ 
ated with the WICKED!) departed FROM Jer
usalem, FROM the Priests, the Temple, the 
Relgious LEADERS, the people who, had been 
instructed in the Law, and’TURNED to AN
OTHER CLASS... .
“AS the Light and Life of men was rejected 
by the ECCLESIASTICAL AUTHORITIES in the 
days of Christ*,'".SO it, has been rejected 
in EVERY succeeding Generation. Again & 
again the History*of Christas WITHDRAWAL 
FROM JUDEA has been repeated... FORCED ' 
to turn AWAY from the Churches they Love
• I

- • . that they may render OBEDIENCE.
l decided SEPA

RATION from the Wicked, .an ESCAPE for 
LIFE, SO it was in the Days Of’Noah;' SO 
with Lot; SO with the Disciples prior to 
the Destruction of JERUSALEM;and SO it 
will be in the Last Days. AQAIN the Voice
bidding His people' SEPARATE’ themselves 
from the prevailing Iniquity... but OTHER 
-voices are heard saying,“Be not excited;
there is NO CAUSE for A3.arm." The. J.ULTIT- 

. UDES cry, • “ PEACE &. SAFETY’ * while Heaven' 
declares that SWIFT DESTRUCTION is about



15- ('£84.) “AGAIN THE VOICE PP 166.GOD IS HEARD... BIDDING HIS PEOHE SEPARATE...11

SHIFT. DESTRUCTION, is. about to come upon 
the Transgressor.those who HEED'THE 
WARNING, shall dwell “in the-secret place 
of the Most High,11 and “abide under the 

■•"Shadow of the Almighty/1 HIS TRUTH -shall 
be. their Shield and Buckler.1’ PP 166-7.

SIGNS GF. THE TIMES* "
GC 464 informs us-that BEFORE thoTIME for 
the TRUE REFORMATION to take place ~ SATAN

-• will -seek- to counter-act it and make it ’ of 
non-effeet.-by introducing a COUNTW'EIT. -

** Re. understand this to mean that the Master
• of the Vineyard and Harvest-Field will him-

■ self. ORDER the '"GATHERING" of the "TAPES” ' "... 
for the Burning »

' ■* ’3’-

Hence - those ’’•’who “GATHER1.1 In. the “TARE
GATHERING “REAPING" TIME11 - will be or may

- be SEALED for ETERNITY - on the WRONG side1
We look upon those getting the “ POWER11 in 
the “TONGUES11 assemblies - as having been
^Tea 6f tbe DBrIL! their Delusion... •

, Those,rfjo OUGHT to know Better. . <5^,3 These’ sorely Repented.
■“THERE IS TO: SAFETY-MUCH LESS BENEFIT.11

~ “There is -NO SAFETY- - much, less Benefit, 
for‘Our people in attending these HOLINESS

■ MEETINGS; let us rather search the Scrip-
• tures with much carefulness and earnest "
Prayer,-that we. may UI'IDTRSTAD the rround"-

; ■ of our Faith. THEN we shall hot be Tempted 
to TINGLE with those who, while maiding

• high claims, are in Opposition to the Law
of God... < t.. -

THE “VOICE" MAGAZINE?
“We need to know for ourselves what VOICE 

rwe.are heeding, whether it is the VOICE of
.the True; and Living God or the “VOICE"- of- 
the GREAT APOSTATE... THEY do not'correctly

■ ••represent the..SANCTIFICATION that is to
■ come through OBEDIENCE to the Truth ♦ They 

are NOT anchored ‘in Christ. Many feel a
... lack in .their Experience; ‘they desire

something which they have not;' and thus •'■'. ;t -many are led to attend HOLINESS MEETINGS, 
and are CHAR MED with the ''SENTIMENTS Of ' 
those who break the taw of God.1’ ®V.364,598

ICI^II AM SAVED11’/ • ■/
“RAVENING-WOLVES11 ..I ' •

“Ravbning Wolves.“......-FALSE 'SEEjWCTS...
These' men tell us- that theCommandments of
God1 were dope away at .the death, of..'Christ.
"Shall we BELIEVE. them, these -men-..who CLAIM

<• TO BE SANCTIFIED, while' they REFUSE to - • •
< OBEY GOD > ?« Ev. 598*..I -f .-7- ' . / '

~ ■ THE “HOLY FLESH11 DOCTRINE.
“These strange ideas should not even be 
MENTIONED, much less TAUGHT as essential 
Truths. We have' reached a Time when things 
are to be called by their right name* As 
we’ did in the Earlier Days, we-.must ARISE, 
and, under the SPIRIT OF GOD - REBUKE the 
work of Deception,., they would come into 
Meeting and roll like a Eoop.“ SM 2:26*
“... went so far as to EXCHANGE WIVES, ’ 
thus bringing ADULTERY into. the; .Church/.* 
we shall have .to meet them again in the 
Closing Days of the Work.” SM 2:£8.

speak so freely of PERFECTION in the 
and AFTER thafthe WHEAT. Flesh..* their PRESUMPTUOUS .IDEAS...They

declared that-as their FLESH was PURIFIED, 
THEY WERE READY FOR TRANSLATION.“ SM 2:32-.4, 
(“TRANSLATION ARMY111 - BRINSl'.EAD EOVEIENT:)

BROUGHT TO THEIR RIGHT MIND . ,V ? . 
“SOLE who had engaged in these Movements 
were brought to their RIGHT MIND, and SAW 
” ~ - they had been taken in
SATAN’S TRAP
(But with some) their mind was UNBALAIIGED, 
and some became INSANE..-*.
“FANATICISM, once started and left uncheck
ed, is as hard to quench as a FIRE which 
has obtained hold of a Building,..MANY 
SUCH MOVEMENTS will arise at ..this Timd . .; 
SATAN is rallying his Forces." SM 2:34-5*

WORSHIP WITH A BEDLAM CF NOISE.
COIWRARY to what FIGUHR wrote in the R&H 

we have LETTERS from TOP “VOICE11 men in
forming us that the TOP-MEN of the SDA 
Church - STAYED’for the AFTER-POERJ) :
"The. things you have described as talcing 
place in Indiana, the Lord has- shown me 
WOULD TAKE PLACE just before the Close of 
Probation, Everything uncouth will be' de
monstrated, There will- be SHOUTING, with 
DRUTO, MUSIC, and DANCING.... And this is 
called the moving of the Holy .Spirit.... 
The PCM.TRS of Satanic Agencies BLEND "with 
the . din and noi se, to have a CARNIVAL, & ’ 
this is termed the Holy Spirit’s working. 
(So termed by R.A.A* at SEATTLE I962I) 
... Those participating in .the supposed 

REVIVAL receive, IMPRESSIONS- which le$d 
them ADRIFT. They cannot tell what 'they 
FORMERLY KNEW (we have seen this EXACTLY J) 
regarding .Bible principleso- NO ENCOURAGE-’ 
MENT should be given this Kind of Worship. 
....DEMONS in the form of men APE PRESENT.11

’ ■' •;’ SM' 2^36-7.



countered the Teaching of Christ, He
- always did believe in.the Ultimate
Triumph of the ORGANIZATION. We must' 

__ __ u __ ...UNDERSTAND the POWER of ORGANIZATION, 
but it cannot^bear the TFST.”TI:337. For is the ra7EH of the ^EVIL’

16- ( ^84 J "HEALINGS" - ’ -
We have been told by Eye-Witnesses that 
VANDEMAN called for "HEALINGS11 after his 
Attendance at the SEATTLE SEANCE]’Also in 
Publications calling people to the BRINS- 
MEDIUM CENTER at OAKHU^Ty Calif, in 1963- 
a Public call for "HEALING" was made, 
HUDSON also made that call. And the SDA 
"MINISTRY" magazine features BOCKS BY BABY
LON on "POWER" and "DIVINE HEALING” - - 
"These works of APPARENT HEALING will bring' 
Seventh-day Adventists to the TEST.” SM 2;53.
"There will be Conversions MANY - after a 
PECULIAR order, but they will~not bear the 
Divine Signature. (How will we know this?

FIGUHR FIGURES that we can HELP’ them by 
ASSOCIATING with them - PAUL says STAY 
AWAY from them so they might become ASHAMED 
of themselves! .
"We cannot sanction their course by ASSOCI
ATING with them, partaking in their’FEASTS 
(FGBJ.FI "HOTEL BALLROOM" BREAKFASTS J)~ and 
their COUNCILS (NEW YORK CENTER called in 
NCC and WCC "COUNCILS" to be held in the 
Adventist "SANCTUARY" A they also sit on 
FOUR BOARDS of the NCC! I was told by Ann 
DeMichael that a Sister informed her that 
I should be brought "UP-TO-DATE” - that it 
now is 6 BOARDS THEY SIT ON
"We cannot sanction their course by ASSOCI
ATING with them, partaking of their FEASTS 
and their COUNCILS, where God doos not 
preside. Such a course, so far from bene
fiting them, world only cause them to DOUBT 
the REALITY of OUR Religion. We should be 
FALSE LIGHTS - by our Example leading souls 
to RUIN." SM 2:128.
"They are drinking at broken Cisterns that 
can hold NO WATER. Oh, it is an easy thing, 
by ASSOCIATING with the World, TO CATCH 
THEIR SPIRIT... "Be not deceived: EVIL 
COMPANY doth CORRUPT good manners."SM2:l29. 
"He ha 'MUCH to say upon SANCTIFICATION... 
His SANCTIFICATION may last him while he is 
in MEETING, '

ORGANIZATION & THE CONSCIENCE.
The Catholic Church is an "ORGANIZATION.” 
We do not have to belong to it. Hitler’s 
WEHRMACHT MACHINE was an "ORGANIZATION;” 
ORGANIZATIONS come and go. Some change. 
An ORGANIZATION is seldom , a STABLE thing. 
It is subject to CORROSION. When COR
ROSION deteriorates to the Breaking- 
Point - the ORGANIZATION is.thrown out- 
as the Nazi Organization in Germany - 
as the Catholic Church in Russia.

EICHMANN
Those who Sell out - Lock, Stock, and 
Barrel - to the "ORGANIZATION" - become 
mere Face-less Entities - Puppets - 
"Yes-men” - Pulpit-Clowns - Jelly-Fish - 
Boot-Lickers - without BACK-BONE.HSLCW BELLIES" -Titus 1:12.They may have "COURAGE" of a Sort - but 
it is only the "COURAGE" of a’WOLF — in 
a PACK - without a CONSCIENCE."Their 
CONSCIENCE is the ORGANIZATION. What the' 
"ORGANIZATION11 decides - is the DECISION. 
Even though they do not know what it is. 
Witness the Catholic Cheering at the 
Sight of a Puff of Smoke at the Election 
of a New Pope. BEFORE they know WHO it 
is - they CHETRJ The same is found in 
the Adventist Camp as- they turn over 
their Right of Choice - to’ a "NOMINAT

ING COI PUTTEE.” Just another name for 
the Catholic CURIA. Also a. "NOMINATING 
COMMITTEE." Also come up with ONE CARDI
NAL for the people to accept - good or 
bad. Acceptance of Direction from above 
characterizes the "ORGANIZATIONAL MAN" - 
the EICHMANNS CF TODAY.
JUDAS ALSO - in the Crisis'Hour - went 
BACK to the "ORGANIZATION". He was a 
firm believer in the ORGANIZATION going 
through. It was on this Pqint that he

When His Angels "LEAVE" them - what happens?) 
IMMORALITY will come in... and MANY will 
make SHIPWRECK of Faith." SM 2:59.
"... and” ask for MIRACLES to ESTABLISH them 
in DECPTION... The Day is just before us 
when SATAN will answer the demand of these 
DOUBTERS and present numerous MIRACLES to 
confirm the faith of all those who‘are SEEK- 
ING THIS KIND CF EVIDENCE." Ev. 594. MB 209.

UNITING WITH THE DRAGON HOST. 
"Elder K knows not of what spirit he is. 
He is UNITING HIS INFLUENCE with the 
DRAGON HOST to oppose those who keep 
the. Commandments of God.” TI:337.
"They PRAY Sanctification, SING Sanctif
ication, and SHOUT Sanctification...
Their consciences are SEARED... There is 
NO BIBLE SALIFICATION for those who 
cast'a PART of the Truth behind them.” 
TI:33S. AI:5I. T8:I55. SM 1:316-7.

FGBJ.FI


NO NW ORGANIZATION’
FURTHER in regard to this “NEW ORGANIZAT
ION1’ as she calls it - -that would be 
teaching “DOCTRINES OF DEVILS” in the Line 
of DRUGS CITIES - STILES - ARMY - JOIN
ING hands with BILLY GRAHAM - ORAL ROBERTS 
BARNHOUSE - MARTIN - KING SAUD -(the' man 
who has a “New Bride” come in at every 
NEW MOON who, after the Adventists 
ELECTED him “HONORARY PRESIDENT” of their 
“TEMPERANCE” ORGANIZATION - a NPW one at 
that, also! The Newspapers, of the United

AGAIN - this “New Organization” had a 
“Fortunate Interview” with PRESIDENT" '
SUKARNO of INDONESIA(R&H p.20. Aug.6/64)
Checking up on ”COLLEGE~SEX“ - we ran 
into a Magazine that seemed to give NO 
REASON to be THRILLED-to even come NEAR 
such DEBAUCHED CHARACTERS' as seem to 

THRILL the Adventist Leaders®(p.34 Oct. 
“HUSH-HUSH” 35# Charlton Bldg. DERBY, 
Conn, USA J “THE ASIAN'DICTATOR AND THE" 
V-DOLLS.” State Dept, documents tell the 
Story, This “NW ORGANIZATION”-, and its 
Leaders'- are seeking out some STRANGE 
COMPANY. “BIRDS OF A FEATHER FLOCK TO
GETHER,” “LIKE attracts LIKE - and LUCE 
appreciates LUCE - and LIKE becomes like 
LIKE.”. Old Balaam ride’s again!

.. ... - A. NW ORGANIZATION.
. • -We are not to “JOIN” a “NEW ORGANIZATION” - 

for this would mean “APOSTASY FROM THE TRUTH”
STRANGE that those who KNOW* that - do hot 
read the REST of the Statement! That we can
not “NW”'do this - in 1905 *! Why apply it 
to-1964 - (Or 1968 - 63 years later!) 
FURTHER - the SAME Ellen G White said that 
they (Seventh-day Adventists) - WOULD them
selves FORM a “NEW ORGANIZATION” - and RE- 
MEBER - and don’t FORGET! That to “JOIN” a 
“NW ORGANIZATION” would mean APOSTASY FROM

- ’? THE TRUTH ’ .. -
Because - in order for them to MAKE a “NEW 
ORGANIZATION” -’they would HAVE' to CHANGE 

"what the ORGANIZATION once stood for! In
DOCTRINE - in PRACTICE - with NEW TEN - in 

’ NEW .BUILDINGS - for a NW PURPOSE. . .
•a She said this “NW ORGANIZATION” would write 
• “BOOKS CF A NEW ORDER” - and this NEW CRGAN- 
-< IZATION is likened to an I0EBERG -‘which

•the TRUE GOSPEL SHIP must I.EET in the ITD- 
.- 'NIGHT HOUR. The SHIP will be CRIPPLED -
but it will go ON - and make PORT - IN SPITE 
of that GENERAL CONFERENCE POLICY ICE-BERG.’ 
“The ERRORS 'that have been coming IN must’ 
be MET,,” .WATER Is SYMBOLIC of TRUTH.' But 
this WATER -has become FROZEN OVER - and is 
a lENACE. to .the Sea-Lanes. It must be MET 
in the MIDNIGHT HOUR. The greatest Error

. of all . in this ICE-BERG - as Portrayed in 
detail by Sr. Whiteis the TEACHING that 
a “GREAT REFORMATION” was to take place

; e among .LUKEWARM. Seventh-day Adventists. She 
’ said ’this was the “ENEMY OF' SOULS” seeking 

'? to bring that Doctrine “IN” to the “NEW'
ORGANIZATIONS— • (And REMEMBER - we arc NOT 
to, “JOIN” -a “NEW ORGANIZATION” as THAT would Platform 
mean “APOSTASY FROM THE TRUTH.” SM 2:390.)

It will be easier now - as it was in the 
State of MAINE in" 1871 - to go out and 
deal with complete OUTSIDERS - as Sr.’ 
White SAID to do - “where there is not 
one.Adventist... If Adventists will come 
and hear, let them come. Leave the way 
open for them to coma if they choose.” 
T2:7II. And. do' this by-“ORGANIZING” 
and carry on “Genuine Medical Missionary 
Work” - “Arouse your”associates to work 
UNDIR SOLE NAME whereby they-may be 
ORGANIZED.” T6:2<S7.. (1900 - 38 years 
AFTER the SDA Church WAS Organized! A

■ “NEW .ORGANIZATION” ..- 5 Not exactly - it 
was to do what, the OLD had FAILED to do - 
due to its LOVE of .the World.) _
AWAY - to sum i t all up - if we “JOIN” 
this “NEW ORGANIZATION” -' set up by the’ 
SDA Church - to do A work STRANGE to the 
FOUNDERS of this Church « then we would 
’’APOSTATIZE”1 for -sure1' - and “STEP OFF the 

-ALL this is involved in'join
ing that ”teD'ORGANIZATION.“' SM 2:390.

17- ( T84..). “OVER THEIR HEADS” -
' “ORGANIZATIONS, INSTITUTIONS, unless'kept 
by the Power of God - WILL work.under 
SATAN’S DICTATION to bring men under the 
control' of men; and FRAUD and GUILE will

■ bear the semblance of ZEAL for Truth and 
for the advancement of the Kingdom of God’! 
TM 366.’{180). GW 104. A4:269.
“Let those who would follow Christ - FULLY 
come up to the Work, even if it be’-over the 
HEADS of MENISTFRS and PRESIDENT._Those who" 
in such. a Work as

G have me excused,” should beware lest they 
receive their discharge for Time and for

.. Eternity.” T5:369.

s this will say,“I pray thee, states played up the Picture of. this
11 0^1^ k™™ inert +.h^r «TE11PERATE“ man in an Arabian Night’s 

Dream “WIFE-SWAP” — with his own Son!)



18- ( ^84). "THE DIFFERENT PARTUS OF-HROFESSED ADVENT BELIEVERS." 
That there would be more than ONE Advent 
"PARTY" or "CHURCH" or "ORGANIZATION" 
(GC 148,199,202,375. TH 126. T8:/2,I97.) 
was known to Sr. White. She was not HORRI
FIED at the Fact. She even gave them some 
CREDIT. According to the W   
- TRUTH is only IN the Church - and' every*' 
thing OUT of the Church is ERROR and Calcu
lated TREACHERY. While the men INSIDE are' 
all HONORABLE and, of course - "DEDICATED.« 
No one OUTSIDE - could be.

"The Lord shall set his hand again the 
SECOND TIME to recover, the REMNANT of his 
people... Cohere? IN the Church?)... and 
shall assemble the OUTCASTS of Isreal... 
and such as are ESCAPED of the House of 
Jacob." Isa. 11:11,12, 10:20. (And HAITI more

Today there are over 70 "Advent" PARTIES'. 
Many Seventh-day Adventists BELONG to one 
of these “NEW ORGANIZATIONS11' - and do' not 
consider it a violation of Principle to do 
so. The "SABBATH ASSOCIATION." WRITING of 
ALL of these put together - INCLUDING the 
Laodicean Church - she writes:.
"The DIFFERENT' Parties of professed Advent 
believers have EACH a LITTLE Truth, but God 
has given ALL these Truths to' His children 
who ARE BEING Prepared for the Day of God. 
He has ALSO given them Truths that NONE of 
these'Parties KNOTT, neither will they Under
stand. Things which are SEALED up to them, 
the Lord has opened to those who TILL See 
and are READY to UNDERSTAND." EE. 124.

THE ADVENTIST HORROR.' ~ 
Nothing is more UNFORGIVABLE"in Adventist 
Circles - than to "LEAVE" the Fallen Organ
ization. They talk GLIBLY, then of having 
"DEPARTED" from the "TRUTH." 1 :

THE GATHERING TINE .
Yet there are so'fne very disturbing Testi
monies about a "GATHERING THE - and the 
Lord has set His hand, the "SECOITT'TIj.E 
These things are not taught nor explained

THE PURIFICATION.
Adventists by and large rest satisfied 
that somehow, somewhere — the "CHURCH11 
will be "PURIFIED" -“CHANGED - made HOLY. 
NICHOLS will start defending HERBS'- and 

7ASHDTGT0N BIG-WIGS FIGUHR will open a STEAM-BATH SPA. FROOM will start an* ORGANIC -FARM.’ This will be’ 
in the “SEALING TIME.". - when this Wonder
ful Work will be done - and all the BAD 
EGGS will "LEAVE" the Church’ 

THE SEALING.
We have some disturbing News for you. 
We have taken this up in other Papers - 
but this will bear Repeating - as you 
must hear something 3 to 5 Times before 
it begins to sink Home. Especially since 
THIS TRUTH is NOT being taught' from ANY 
Source. Makes it all the Harder to Teach 
it. However - that it is the Truth - there 
is not the slightest Doubt. As with Health 
Reform - in first Flash - 9<$ will AGREE' 
with it - until they find that they stand 
ALONE - THEN they find out it is "FANATIC-! .. 
ISE"-- and "LUNATIC-FRINGE" - or. something. 
Ezkiel 8 - the "ABO! THAT ION11 Chapter. . 
EZEKIEL 9 - the SEALING Chapter. Only 
those who “SHOT MY PEOPLE ALL THEIRVABOMI- 
NATIONS"'- will be SEALED.’ Therefore we 
must study EZEKIEL 8 - J
EZEKIEL 9 - the SEALING ANGEL seals only’ 
those who "SIGH & CRY" and do so "ALOUD11. 
And then what - ? Then comes the SLAUGHTER! 
Now - in this SEALING PROCESS - PRESUMEDLY 
"THE CHURCH" was "PURIFIED" - and only. 
HONORABLE - UPRIGHT - REDEELED A SAVED - 
and DEDICATED men will be in the PULPITS - 
the Bad Eggs 'will have slipped out and 

, .will be GONE’ THAT is the Adventist Interprc. 
wrr AO *1) tation! Kind of a nice Dream - isn’t it? ' in Adventist Rank?.- -e find them in EU 6y,74.So ngTAy WITH ggjp - B0YS n» (and Girls^ 

too.) No one has ever replied to that Old 
Tradition of the Elders - HOARY with AGE4 
THE REPLY is found in Ezekiel 9 - and the 
SAME' in T5:2II. "THE SLAUGHTERING" FOLLOTS 
. the SEAL,ING - and just WHERE do the

• ' SLAUGHTERING ANGELS BEGIN TO SLAUGHTER? 
And just WHERE do.they "FILL THE COURTS. 

WITH THE SLAIN"' so that the Prophet . 
FAINTED - and cried out: "Is there NONE11 
that will be LEFT. — ?
Was THAT Slaughter taking place down in 
the Local BEER-PARLOR - ? Did all those 
DROP DEAD' who had a CIGARETTE dangling 
from their Lips? No" - EZEKIEL does NOT

Now - if the Lord is going to "GATHER THE 
OUTCASTS" - that does not seem to be. such 
an UNPARDONABLE- SINJ Furthermore - He comes 
to gather the "DAUGHTER" of ZION - and the 
"DAUGHTER" of JERUSALEM’ (See .EK but to 
UNDERSTAND this as it was Written .by EOT - 
see the "ARTICLES11.- and. see^ -HULDPEDS of 
CHANGES! If only we had the TILE to Analyze them’ WHY they 'should want to CHANGE them’) ’ mention THEM - he mentions THE CHURCH J



p ••from the Common Magma -or Conglomerate- 
known as the'^ORGANIZATtON’* CEMENT is 
quickly added to try to hold them to-' 
gethera "SATAN was trying his every "Art 
to HOLD THEM WHERE THEY WERE.” EW 44^

we.. BELIEVE so we do not commit that
’ MORTAL SIN - ? “DECEPTION of ALMOST 
EVERY KIND - are IN the Church <“ T5:210.

THE CEIENTATION PROCESS., ' '
■ When a Stone of Value separates, itself' .

Or WHY did that Horrible EZEKIEL or that 
equally HORRIBLE “IPS. WHITE11 write such 
disturbing things - ? That it will take 
a LOT of Sermons and a great deal of 
REPETITION to “EXPLAIN” THIS AWAYJ-
JUST BEE ORE you go to that Preacher who ’ 
has taken'an Oath of Allegiance to Mother 
Marie-Laodicea - to FIGHT to protect her 
with his last'drop of Blood - - '
I want to show you something that deals 
WITH that very Preacher and should make 
you Wonder WHY YOU have any USE for him 
when GOD DOES NOT - I . - ’ •-
Now hold on to your Blood-Pressure while 
you read this: (Written in VAIN for most 
of you - but WRITTEN never-the-less!)
“In the LAST solemn trork FEW great men"-.-' 
will be engaged. They are SELF-sufficient• 
^DEPENDENT of God, and He CANNOT USE 
THEM-” T5:80o

ARTHUR LcWHITE: Was the above “TAKEN OUT 
CF CONTEXT” - ? “DISTORTED” perhaps - ? 
Or perhaps given a “SLANTED MEANING”" ? 
I world hate to bo in your Boots come 
Judgment Day. No - I will not trade you 
Positionso Trying to make out'that “SHEWN 
OUT” moans “GOING THROUGH” - .’ How 
“SLANTED” and “DISTORTED” can you GET? 
cr «■»?■« vb e* ok> «««b»cw «t» •«

CEMENTING THE BRAINS.
In the Mining Field - Gravel Stones of 
various Hues, Shapes, and Colors - 
brought together in a Gold Magma - 
become Cemented together. That is 
ORGANIZATION - Sedimentary.
The HAJBER of TRUTH may Separate them. 
From the OUTSIDE they may APPEAR to be 
a Whole - but a SPLIT reveals that this 
CONGLOMERATE is FAR from UNIFORMITY in 
BELIEF - but that every Shape - Hue 

_______ and Color of Doctrine are found therein. 
T3:26?I DA* 635) The R&H contains CONFLICTING VIEW-POINTS 

in the VERY'SAI® ISSUE* So if we must 
“BELIEVE” the “TRADITIONS OF THE ELDERS” 
- which .^TRADITIONS, pray tell - must

19- (W_.) THE SEALING AND. THE SLAUGHTER.
Now both EZEKIEL and that Horrible. “IRS. 
WHITE” - come a little doser'- and by-pass 
the PEOPLE - and deal with the I.1NISTERS - 
the Ministers IN the ’Seventh-day Adventist 
Church| All “PURIFIED” - ? All “UPRIGHT” -? 
All “DEDICATED”. - ? All “SAVED” - ?
“THESE DUMB DOGS” - says the'SCRIPT. T5:2II. 
“ALL PERISH TOGETHER” - (same page, same 
subject.) -
“Here we see that THE CHURCH - the Lord’s 
Sanctuary - was the FIRST to feel the
Stroke of the WRATH of God; The ANCIENT MEN 
... had BETRAYED their TRUST,.. (H6w many 
ARTICLES and SERMONS have you HEARD and ' 
READ lately that* you LUST “TRUST”, them ?)
Now just HOW did they BETRAY their TRUST ? 
The TEXT tells us. Tells us EXACTLY. Tells 
us EXACTLY what FROOM, ANDERSON, RICHARDS, 
VANDEMAN, FIGUHR, BUNCH, LLOYD -’aro~TFLL~ 
ING the people - and' NOT AFRAID to tell them! 
TELLING them what they WANT to BEAR* That 
they are “GOING THROUGH” - not ody “WILL BE” 
SAVED - but’that7 they “ARE” SAVED* PRESENT 
TENSE - NOW* ‘ . . . ■ .
It is'FCR THIS VERY REASON- that they are 
called "DUMB DOGS THAT WOULD NOT' BARK” - 
because they said : "He is too merciful to 
visit his people in JUDGffi’NT.”
Oh, I would be .AFRAID to.be an Adventist 
Preacher today - having, nothing better to 
do than give that “BLESSED ASSURANCE” - 
like a MOTHER'that LOVES NOT TOC WISELY BUT 
TOO WELL - and SPOILS THE CHILD’ And. so the 
CHURCH is being SPOILED.so that just as 
soon as the SEALING* is FINISHED - there 
will be such-a SLAUGHTER throughout the 
length and-breadth of AD^ZENTISH’- that the 
World itself will stand SHOCKED! Starting 
with the “PEACE & SAFETY41 ■ men. T5:2II‘.,‘ 
(SEE ORIGINAL in••A2:I05. See T'M 162,233/ "

T8:250, Teazle), TI:I98. ’

NOW IN CONTRAST to the betrayal, of TRUST.' 
by these Church-Leaders^ there are a few 
called “FAITHFUL-.ONES”. who ARE showing"the 
“ABOMINATIONS”’ - by reason of which they 
are “CAST OUT”. - and' then called “OFFSHOOTS 
FROM THE TRUTH” -• or having-DISTEMPER dr' 
something. GOD CALLS THEM “FAITHFUL ONES.”
Now in case there is some one that docs, riot 
want to believe the. evidence of his own eyes 
- and thinks he’ought to resort to that ■ 
Trained Smooth-Psychologist -- to ask him 
if these things;are^so - _



7 258. SG 1:168. TM 29.

ive

“They mist" give up ERRORS" and TRADITIONS 
received from MEN.” EU 243 <,

■f

THE EFFECTIVE HOLDING CEMENT was 11 God is 
with us.“ llWe have the Truth.” But CON
GLOMERATE is made of INFERIOR STONES - 
rubbed together so they have their INDIVID
UALITY rounded off - and the MAGMA fills 
the Space in between. The Traditions of the 
Elders and the Leaven of the Pharisees - 
which is HYPOCRISY. (Luke 12:1. DA 408.) 
THAT is the holding. £EMENT. - ’

THE GOLD FROM THE DROSS.
But it MUST come - the Gold WILL be Sepa
rated from the Dross. The Wise'WILL be 
Separated from the Foolish. The REMNANT 
WILL be the “OUTCASTS” of Isreal. OUTSIDE 
because they would not CONFORM and be 
CEMENTED TOGETHER in a SET PATTERN. These 
“WOULD GIVE NO COULHENANCE to those who 
would unsettle the ESTABLISHED FAITH of 
the Body. God looked upon: THEM with app
robation.”

“A CORRUPT PEOPLE HAS ARISEN11 ~ 
“God is sifting his people... A corrupt 
people has arisen... They despised Reproof 
... They had Time to Repent of their 
Wrongs; but self was too dear to Die. 
They nourished it, and it grew Strong, 
and they SEPARATED from the peculiar 
people of God (and went BACK to the Old 
Fallen Church J)... We all have reason to 
THANK GOD that a way has been opened to 
save the (TRUE]) Church, for the WRATH 
of God must have come upon us, if these 
CORRUPT individuals had REMAINED WITH US. 
Every HONEST" one that may be deceived by 
these disaffected ones, will have the 
TRUE LIGHT in regard to THEM if every ’ 
Angel- from Heaven has to visit them...
“As we PEAR THE JUDGMENT all’ will manifest 
their TRUE CHARACTER, and it will be made 
PLAIN to what COMPANY they belong. The 
SIEVE is going; let us not say, Stay thy 
hand, 0 God... THE CHURCH "must be PURGED,’ 
and WILL BE.” SG 2:2CI. TZS587. SG 4:5,8. 
T7:2I9. T5:5O5. CCL ZI9,I24. GC 602.

LEFT BY THE WAY. ~ 
When the Testimonies use the word “LEFT”- 
it means their Probation is PAST] “LEFT” 
to the Control of Evil-Angels. They will" 
then have to be Watched like Rattle-Snakes 

THE TRUE COMPANY.
THE TRUE COMPANY - approved by God -’give 
“THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO (not FROM]) 
THE LAUD ICE ANS.“ They do NOT succumb to 
the endless Chant of “SEE TO YOUR OWN SINS- 
BROTHER]” They give the “SOLEMN” Testimonyo 
And REMEMBER - “FEW GREAT MEN” will take 
PART in the “LAST SOLEMN WORK” (T5:8O.) 
This “SOLEMN TESTIMONY” - upon which the 
“DESTINY of the Church HANGS” (EW 270) - 
is given by a "COMPANY” • whose NUMBERS 
"LESSEN” as the SEALING takes place. 271. 
There is only OPE.’COMPANY of which’ this 
can be said Today. All the Rest , are BOAST
ING of their I'"CREASE in Membership! Those 
“SHAKEN OUT” - go BACK to LAODICEA. (For 
proof POSITIVE - see FOOTNOTES - TI:I82.) ’

GOLD.
The Turbulence of the Sluice-Box - causes 
a SEPARATION of the RARE "from the COWON. 
“The CONTEST is between the Commandments 
of God and the Commandments of men. In 
this Time the.GOLD will be SEPARATED from 
the Dross in the Church.”- (OnLy DROSS will 
remain]) T5:8I. It is Essentially this' 
SEPARATING PROCESS that the CHURCH - the ’ 
ORGANIZATION - is FIGHTING -’ Tooth & Nail.

20- (^184.) THE HOLDING CE1ENT.
This HOLDING CEMENT - which PETRIFIES their 
Brains - is the CONSTANT REPETITION that 
“GOD IS WITH US” - ”WE. HAVE THE TRUTH11 - 
1844 to be REPEATED: . “ ’
"I saw a number.of Companies that seemed 
to be BOUND TOGETHER by CORDS. MANY in’ * ’ 
these Companies were in TOTAL" DARKNESS *.. 
NO CONNECTION between them and Jesus... 
many who cherished the SACRED LIGHT, BROKE 
THE CORDS... and stood out SEPARATE from 
those Companies. As they were doing this, 
men belonging to the different Companies, 
and revered by them passed through, some 
with pleasing words,.and others with wrath
ful looks and threatening gestures, and’ 
FASTENED THE CORDS which were LEARNING. 
THESE men were CONSTANTLY saying, “GOD IS 
WITH US. WE STAND IN THE LIGHT.- ME’HAVE'~ 
THE TRUTH.” I inquired WHO’ these men were, 
and was told that they were I.INISTERS and 
LEADING MEN who had REJECTED the LIGHT “ 
themselves, and.were UNWILLING that others 
should receive it... "BEHOLD, THE BRIDE
GROOM COMETH: GO YE OUT TO ■ MEET HINJ” The 
musical voices of these Angels seemed to 
reach everywhere... In obedience to this 
Voice, a large number BROKE THE CORDS which 
bound them... They RESISTED the efforts 
which were made to.fasten the Cords tighter, 
and REFUSED to heed the REPEATED ASSERTIONS, 
“GOD "IS WITH US . KE HAVE THE-'TRUTH WITH US.” 
EN 240-2. GC 178,597. TM 480,213,358,333. 
DA 237,611. GC 522. FCE 299.
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iu Why the 
Bees are an uncle ah animal they say. Wonder Adventists have never answered that qties- 
what they Will dt>. in the Land .'■which flows 
with milk and honey?). .1?m not feeling; sar
castic at all,because that- is exactly.what 
a number of them teach, ;or did teach until 
some one rebuked them, along with other of . 
their very wrong doctrines. . ? • 
o-o-o-o-o-o .7T.' -■
(Elder) and his wife are firm believers in 
all & every-Drug- which-’ the- poison-mixers 
make;- • 
against these dreadful concoctions of man. 
It is true that we have all.: come short of 
obedience,-and-that is why .we have .those 
diseases,- which the world; who- have not the 
truth re - Drugs, etc.-* have,.’But because we 
have sinned .in disobedience,. doos not moan

21- (4184.) (ADDED April 11,1966.)
COPY OF A LETTER BY RUTH' E. HOEHN:
Dear Bro. & Sr.:

Yesterday my little Sabbath
School pupil- (now' an-Elder in tho SDA 
Church in California) - crawled up on the 
High-Places of the Ms., in the USA to unite child in the way which he should go
at Sunrise. This is not the first'.time, nor 
is he the first professed believer in the ; 
3rd. Angelas Message,-'.-nor the last one - 
that has done this wicked thing. 
o-o-o-o-o-O " o. - - r. ;
There is a new religion out now that says 
that God is'dead. Well, when believers (?) 
in the Bible ignore the---warnings and light 
in Ezekiel, Jeremiah &■ Isaiah, then they 
are saying that?,.Jeremiah is dead also - 
(spiritually speaking) and wo need not 
read nor'heed; those- Books,., 
o-o-o-o-o-o ’
However, this too is not.’the first step, 
these pastors have taken in..this .direction, 
for long before this they have ignored the 
warnings in the'.-Spirit Of ■ Prophecy regard
ing health reformQ Oh yes.^ (Elder) and 
his astute wife will not touch an egg laid 
from ahealthy fowly.mor drink a drop of

tion clear and proper - is an unsolved 
Mystery. Perhaps they know that if they '* 
really get down to what she DID write - 
it-might just bring out too many things 
that she DID NOT write. So they think that 
SILENCE is the better part of Valor - and 
if. they stay in hiding - the Apparition 

' will get- up and go away. I' do not think so. 
-Sometimes the Philistine Giant must be' 

thus denying the Testimonies of Jesus. MET - with a Shot straight between the •
Eyes, • 
0—0—0—Or,O—o ,
AMALGAMATION. ' 
(“Gathering Call1’ - we DARE you to print

Yes - Sr. White DID write 
. . “So did the

-'Apostles write something about ‘“TORMENT*’
■ there are MILLIONS and BILLIONS of people 
from the bginning of time that have-be- ■ 

•v-lieved a LIE as a result. But does the' :
LIE stem from the APOSTLES - or from those 
who INTERPRET WHAT THE APOSTLES LEANT ?•' 
o-o-o-o-o-o . - ‘ - ;; ■

; One Ford can change .the whole Meaning. » 
. One Hord can undermine, your entire’ Books

and Magazines and Tracts that you have'’ bk;.-.- 
... Flooded the country wlth-BASED (0N ALlEj :

clean milk, (Some of those’'health “deformers”and one of the causes of the Flood - was 
call milk ”cow-pus”' and -honey is “bee-puke.” “AMALGAMATION OF PAN' WITH BEAST

If we only had our eyes open to see how 
the devil laughs at usJ Poor (Elder)J 
No doubt these things which we learn in 
childhood and youth, from our parents, be 
they’evil or good - do remain & stick with - 
us. This is also Biblical - “Train up a

............. .. ..
with the H dll-believers and Baal-worshippers and he will not depart from it.” This - 

applies just as forcibly to wrong think
ing-. I remember the (Elder’s parents) how 
they fought Sr* White. One time Pa and Ma 
were in their home and I was along - being 
quite young then. Papa and Mama tried to 
defend Sr. White’s writings - though they 
did it so weakly - yet they tried. God 
bless those who do. (....,..’s) made open 
fun of some of the things they said she 
wrote3 (Of course we know now that many 
of those things were never written by her 

nor believe them, at all - or else they only quote a PART 
of .what she said; such as the “AMALGAMA
TION” of “MAN WITH BEAST” - she certainly 
never wrote that, ) 
o-o-o-o-o-o
By H.H. - From time to time the Tract or' 
Book of some Apostate will make its vzay 
through the country - accussing “Mrs.White” 
of haying written .that before the Flood,

the following:)
.AMALGAMATION. ‘, 

we shoutd cohtinue in sinning and then pile . someth!ng about “AMALGAMATION.’ 
error on error to support a. lie. . •
o—o—o—o—o—o and “HELL” and “UNQUEN6HABLE FIR.E“ - ahd
If we but acknowledge our. weaknesses and. 
mistakes. Our heavenly Father is merciful 
and kind! He will help Us to see bur mis- . 
takes of the . past and give us strength -to 
correct -them in .the. future.,, to, ^refuse - fur--- 
then evil';.“ I-s there: -no- balm -in CTilqad.? ..
It appears not. Why1 mtistyprofessed Christ
ians run-'.to the World Ekron; for- healing : 
and help oT But- they do.' And so there- is, no - 
end t6'r:evil;i'.:: ;. y -,. '



in certain
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AMALGAMATION OF MAN WITH IMN.
Does anyone find any fault with that .

22- (W.) AMALGAMATION.
FACT (I): Ellen“G. White wrote in “SPIRITUAL
crime of AMALGAMATION,11 . . • ••
FACT (2) v Then we turn to page 67 and find 
this was dealing with “The prevailing DE
GENERACY1 which is defined here as join
ing “OTHERS WHO -FERE CORRUPT11 - that they 
“would not leave off their Sihs, but con
tinued in FGLYGAM, and in the indulgence 
of their .CORRUPT PASSIONS.” SG 3:67.
FACT (3 ): Page 99 seems to speal: in Harmony 
with the Bible Record :“VThen men began to 
multiply upon the face of the earth.-.‘.they 
took; them wives of all that they chose.This

GIFTS” Vol.3:64 -something about the “Base position? To WARN against repeating the
• Sins of the Nations that led to the earth 
itself VOIzHTTING them OUT - ? The Warning? 
is well put today in view of the concerted 
attempt again to AMALGAMATE the PACES & 
break down all Color-Barriers. Does this 
bring any GOOD - ? Strange indeed the 
Elements that are sponsoring it. “Come’ 
OUT from among them and be ye SEPARATE.” 
AMALGAMATION OF BEAST WITH BEAST. ....

Enlarging on the Subject -• the Writings 
of the Spirit of Prophecy brought out the 
CRIME of INTERBREEDING of ANIMALS. (Today ?

was ONE of the GREAT SINS of the inhabitants in Horticulture and Agriculture - we could 
decry the CRIME of producing Sterile de
vitalized “HYBRID11 Corn (as an example). 
FACT (7): Page 75 : “The CONFUSED (Species. 
of ANIMAL) which God DID NOT create,which 

they became CORRUPTED", and depart-were the result of AMALGAMATION, were de-

It was contrary to his will.” 
FACT(5): Page IP4: "If God had sanctioned 
POLYGAMY he would not have thus directed 
ABRAHAM to send away Hagar and her son. He 
would teach all a lesson in this> that the 
rights and happiness of the marriage rela
tion are to be ever respected, and guarded, 
even at great sacrifice.11 ... 
o-o-o-o-o-o • 
What was the Subject? ANALGAI’ATION of the' 
RACES, and- POLYGAMY in the Home. Again, we 
are told: “As it was in the days of Noah, 
SO shall, it be-....11 Do we again see the 
AMALGAMATION of the RACES - with POLYGAMY? 
A PLURALITY of LIVES - and a i.HMIEG of the 
RACES - has NEVER. brought any good-. We have 
but to look at SOUTH and INTER-AMERICA, .at 
INDO-CHINA and other places where COLOR
BARRIERS have been broken down - and what 
do we find? An ELEVATED Race? A Race of 
great MUSICIANS - ARTISTS.- INVENTORS - 
LEADERS - the World’s mightiest"THINISRS? 
No. MOTORELIZATIONjmay bring out ONE rare 
Specimen once-in-a-while. But after that, 
and usually always -- it is a DROP, “The 
SINS of the Parents -will be VISITED on the . 
CHILDREN “...“for I the Lord thy God an a 
jealous God, visiting the INIQUITY of the 
fathers upon the children unto .the third 
and fourth Generation of them that hate Me. 
FACT(6): It is NATURAL for the Races to 
keep SEPARATE, It is NOT NATURAL for. them 
to Especially did God EARN His'people 
NOT to marry Unbelieving -Wives - for; they 
would bring in their IDOLS,-and so .it did ■ 
happen to them until- KJWLEDGEQof the True- 
God was all but LOST, Hence the FLOOD.

of the old World, which, brought the ERATH. 
of God upon them."
FACT(4): Page 100: ’’...even righteous men 
fell into the PRACTICE, and had a PLURALITY 
OF WIVES,..- 
ed in this thing from God’s .order... God has stroyed by the Flood. SINCE the Flood 
not sahetioned POLYGAMY in a single, instance.there has been AMALGAMATION.., as may be 

seen in the almost ENDLESS VARIETIES of 
SPECIES of ANIMALS, A H D 
RACES of men,11 SG 3:75. 
0-0—0—0—0—0 
(By REH: Sometimes in a Sentence when" you 
come to. the word: “AND” - it is proper to 
put a Period before the word:“AND.11, Do" 
not use the word:11 AND" - which was used 
merely to Shorten the Sentences© there “ 
would not be so many WORDS; That was the 
ONLY reason it was so used. But in the 
Rules of Composition, as any Student of 
Composition ought to know - the Thought... • 
expressed to be -prorerly Understood,— . 
calls for a REPEATING of the PREAMBLE...) - 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
(EXEMPLI GRATIA - (REH): “The cross-breed
ing of “(Hybrid').' Fruits &"Tcgetables has 
resulted in a deteriorated product which 
is inferior in Vitamins & Minerals." ~ 5 
o—o-o-o-o-o-o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o 
Now an endless Battle might be waged.’as 
to the IFANING. of the above Sentence4 . 
The MEANING is plain enough to those who 
know the Intent of the Thought, The. Intent 
of thd Thought is that: ...„ ..
o—0—0—0—0—o—o—o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
“The cross-breeding of (Hybrid) Fruits 

J ~ ' AND . r \ ‘
"The cross-breeding of (Hybrid) Vegetables 
has -resulted (in both cases) in a deteri
orated product • • • •” 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o.-o-o-o-o—0-0-0—0—0-0—o 
The above is plain enough to those who 
want to see it that way. But for those . 
who want to Quibble - if they want to , •  
protect Vegetables - they could make out



gobs: "The TRUTH, doos HURT*" A few of the...

r .

than •§■ that much was Fritton AGAINST 
of which most SDA’s know practically 
NOTHING - and care LESS., Why?
O—0"O—O‘*O—O
11 If the 1st. part of the Chapter is True 

■ and Inspired - so is the Last Part. Is

23- (^184.) that- the sentence meant "1RUITS" It is the Mystery of Iniquity that more 
and NOT the Vegetable si Or some one else than that much was Written AGAINST Drugs,
might invent.the bright Idea that this was 
speaking of the Cross-Breeding of Fruits 
WITH Vegetables - ! Which is exactly what 
they did with the Ulen G. White statement 
about "AMALGAMATION" of man Al© beast - 
which they twist, .around to mean that she 
said man WITH beast® '■ '■'And they do actually 
slip in that word: "WITH" - the word that 
is just not there. 
o-o-o-o-o-o .
"If there was one sin above another which 
called for the destruction of. the race by 
the flood, I’ " 1 ~
ATION of man and,beast..,." SG 3:64.(75). 
o-o-o-o-o-o , . . ; .
The AMALGAMATION of mah with.man and ’ 
The AMALGAMATION of b'east with beast, 
Bringing about -'as the rest of the article 
clearly shows .:-.,The "confused SFICIES” (Mair 
is not a "SPECIES*1 animals arc.) and the 
defacing of the image of God by breaking 
down the RACE and COLOF: BARRIERS, 
o-o-o-o-o-o f ‘ ‘
Instead of Sneering at this statement - we 
should stand in awe.at the Vision - which 
she was brave enough.to make ■Public - but 
which wo for the first time SEE"- as the 
Churches recognize Incest 'between'men as 
it was in the,days if. Sodom - and the' Paces much Sin now as then 
are being Taxed, • 
separated them-., 
and be ye SEPARATE

it was the. base crime of’AI'3LLGAL^ Idols 'are just the ones that will* prove 
the downfall of God’s professed people as 
they were to Ancient Isreal . .Did they not 
also bake Easter cakes forthe Queen of * 
Ashtoreth - Astarte - Ash Wednesday - the 
first day of Lent./- Thich Adventist Lead-’ 
ers call "this Festive & Holy Season" - 
and Honor by putting on the Biggest ' <

this not so? And unless we believe ALL
the Truth if we keep ALL the Law yet 
Offend in.ONE Point - we are GUILTY- of ALL,
O—O*”O—O—O—o ■ ■
"But living and thinking like the World
is so easy and popular, and their Customs 
of Easter & Xmass are so pleasing. These/, 
_ — - - . . . -M. M ' ——-

"Leaflet Visitation" Programme' of their 
History. This is their Pennance. .
o-o-o-o-o-o
"Thon on Easter Morning - they set their ■ 
Alarm Clocks to be sure to be jn Time to 
greet the Rising Sun - with Billy Graham 
and Oral Roberts..As Isreal did also by 
following their Leaders,, It is just as.

i, unless God is Dead,,. . 
- thus .defying'the God who and the Law of God is Dead.
"Come OUT from among'them o-o-o-o-o-o -- .. ..
D." ’"Comp. OuT of her my PDid not the Father go into the Woods with 

people, that ye be . not partakers of her Sins,an Axo in one hand, and his little Son 
and that ye receive not of her Plagues."' by his other hand - to-©hop down a Tree-* 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o^c-o-o-o from-which to hang Tinsel on. That he did 
(NOU BACK TO RUTHJS LEITER.:.)' J ' then, T]
"(The Elder’s parents) made open* fun of' some not Dead., To Justify their actions 
of the things FGU wrote’.
ANGER papers there.. Why wouldn’t those seeds there - and slanted the Uritings 
of doubt and. unbelief find a lodging place 
in the hearts of their young ones. They now 
PRETEND to believe, but the VTOP'ST evils that 
Sr. White catalogued « they adhere to ada
mantly. How., satan >ro Joice d. for that is ' 
just what he wants. It is hi s'aim to bc-*~" 
cloud the minds of God’s professed people 
with DRUGS ahd MEAT and INTET.f!FANCE - so - 
they neither see nor.appreciate the Vital ■ 
Truths of God’s Word and.Testimonies« E_’' 
has gained his purpose in the Church 
0—0—0—0—0*^0 , .’*■ '■ ■

"In Spiritual- Gifts, (SG’3r & 4:) in the ” 
"Health" Chapter - — 
to the Evils of Tobacco. & DrirRihg -11 
pages devoted to .-the Evil s’of 'Drugs! Row ■ these things •-•.Why? -Because, - as the saying, 
what is the Paradox .wo see - ? There are g ' “~F_ __ ... ‘ '
reams of Book's & Tracts & Artmclos against Honest will be-hurt enough to turn and -■ 
Smoking & Drinking - but what about DRUGS? ask forlGod’s.forgiveness. Only.a few.--

'hat he does now/ for the Devil is 
! - the 

They had the^BALL-' Leaders have taken a Sentence out here & 
i, add 

their Interpretation to it -• so"as to 
mean we SHOULD keep these Heathen Feasts..." 
"in Holiness."< :
o-o-o-o-o-o ■ * '

’Thank God that we are not Catholics - and , 
do not need to Bow to some--Pope or his ~ .
Priests - but are Free in Jesus to believe 
Him. Did not EGW say that they (and she 
was talking'about none other than SDA*s) 

Satan "are fol&owihg in the Tracks of Ancient 
Isreal." (and'"Romanism." ) Did not the’ 
Pope instigate and invent Xmass, Easter, 

r ” ' and Sunday2 ■ SDA’s have: stopped Protesting 
we see 5 pages, devoted Xmass and-'Easter- and Drugs. Others do not 

.... ... f-urio-iisly Angry when we mention
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. r ■

TO THEM - ? Look in your, last R&H< I - .
the ’’Changers ’in the Temple” are busy again. 
Now it’is M<H.(llnistry of Healing.) ...That 
.is the book Mama had in German and-she sat 
very late, after a’tired day bn the^Farm, 
and read that Book♦ 
q-o-o-6-o-o .
’’They will give it a new Title and it will 
be. an ”Abridged copy.” Hany SDA^s- do not 
know what that means,‘nor do they care, < 
for ate their Souls not in the~hands of the 
Priests? And will not the Leaders truly 
lead them into the Promised Land without 

, any effort of their own J
. o-o-o-o-o-o ......... 7 ~

ABRIDGED means: curtailed, shortened, 
condensed, diminished. Most SDA’s will take 
their stand beside these ” Monks” who love . 
to change, to takeaway, and add to ..God’s 
Word and Testimonies0 And most‘ SDA1 s’will 
agree that these ”new” bibles" are very 
wonderful also. Why not? ’’Come now - lot . 
usreason together.” 
O-O-O-O-O-O ’ . '

”1 am sb glad,., so very glad and thankful 
that we are Free.to believe the Truth as it 

., is in Jesus. We/are not tied down to have 
’to believe those Evil men. ‘ 
”Woe to him who shall move a Rin or stir a 
Block” from these Messages. How the' Angels 
must weep’• God . shall take away their -part 
out of the Book of Life. And all. who follow 
the Blind Leaders Of the Blind. This is the 
Last Warning in the Bible. .

”1 know the ; Godly. Mni st er who used to '“
.. ’ Preach in' the Church at Home. They said ho 
...fell away. -Now I wondera ’’Falling away”’, to 

. them means coming to your Senses' and coming 
. 7 to believe the Truth and therefor they cast

..' you GUT and .then say you ’’Foil away.” May
many more VFali away” from THEHand their •” ENMITY - The Groundwork of all the 

..'■^"ROMANISM- - WRE^ needed to
. . believe was Rev03:7~I3 the Truth that the 
' PHILADELPHIAN SAVED : ■"
J CHURCH - and the. Loaders would look askance

and wink at each other, and.start the Ball
:; of -Gossip- rolling. I do hope and pray ho; 
belieyed the se Verso s in the Revelations. •; 
For any who believe a Lis - ///“ 
the City. I would love to meet him within", 
Of Laodicea it says: ”1 will- spew thee OUT.”

24- (^84.) (RUTH’S LETTER - edited.') THE ADVENTIST FASTER EGG.
”Your leaders are aga?_n taking up the Devil’s The R&H of April 14,1966. is the Culmina- 
Drudgery. Now don’t be angry, dear Brother tion of a Succession of moves by the
& Sister. You-and we tell the Smokers where Jesuits in Control of the Adventist-Church
they are Wrong. We tell the Sunday believers - they have finally come out into. the.. Open, 
they are’ Wrong. but it is all one way. Can Now we know where they stand,
we not show the .sam® calmness and reasoning o-o-o-o-o-o •.<• .-
that THEY SH0.7 when we point out -these things Clever manipulators behind the Scenes .- 

See vhere have caused this people to almost forget 
, what their Religion is. When the ”Mark r

of the Beast” can be forcibly & arbitrarily 
removed from the Sabbath School Lesson 
Quarterly - never to appear again - when 

, Preacher after Preacher is pressured to 
drop the Subject entirely - then you can 
begin to look behind the Scenes for the 
Answer to this Supression of the Chief

- Reason for being an Adventist.
• ’ THE .WK OF THE .BEAST.

All the Evangelist of 10 short years ago 
Presented - the reason why he called us 
to Reject the Romish-Spiritualist Doctrine 
of unending Hell-Torment, the proper mode 
of Baptism, the Reasons for coming apart 
and. being Separate from the.. World (the 
Condition for God’s Promised Blessings)- 
all these were but the ’Preliminary for 
Preparing the Stage for the Crashing 
Climax of the Drama of ther Ages - ’’The 
Mark of the Beast” and Decision Night. 
o-o-«o-o-o—o
Untold Thousands of Adventists arose to 
the Challenge to keep the Sabbath as 
”A Sign between Thee and Me” - as a Sign 
of Love- for God - as a Sign of Hatred 

For.God says’: ■ - for the Devil. ”I’will put ENMITY....”
o-b-o-6-o-o
Open War was'declared against the Founda
tion of Spiritualism the Doctrine that 
Blasphemes the Name of God - of His Son, 
and all them that dwell in. Heaven - we" 
•refer to the Doctrine of Une-nd.ing Torment.
That God.and the Devil have entered into 
a Partnership - ’’You take this one' and 
I will take that one" - ”How is the Coal 
holding out, Nick?” - ’’Need any. more 
Pitch-forks, sharpened?” -’’Ye shall be as 
gods”(Gods never die) the Devil’s 1st. 
o-o-o-ro-o-o k Lie.

1 Evangelist’s attempts was to build up 
ENMITY against Satan and.his Hosts - so 
that on ”Hark of the Beast”. Night - a 
Decision, would be made to Join.the Army 
of .the Lord - and oppose Romanism and 
tho Devil - and the First Day of the

■ Week.. A Public Confession to that Effect, 
.will be without -'This was the Work of-the Evangelist of' 

: by-gone-Days, it v/as our First Love for
the Third Angel’s itessage.



25- (W.) JESUITS.
For the Jesuits to infilterate the ranks 
of Sevcnth-day Adventists and succeed in

Tax Eights,

, Haddon & Irwin Aves. 
N.J. 08108. USA.

o-o-o-o-o-o
Completely unknown to the Rank & Pile of 
Adventists - a grim Battle has’ heen going 
on in the United States of America - while 
Adventist Leaders have Expansively and 
Suavely been assuring their Followers that 
“all is well11 in the Adventist Hight.
O-O-O—0-0—O
THIS BATTLE - over Radio Rights, 
Medical Rights, Speaking Rights, 
Rights, Press Rights - is not Effecting 
the Adventists to this Moment - like Bel
shazzar of Babylon with a reckless feel
ing of Security - makes a Feast with 1,000 
of his Lords - while the River was diverted 
from its Channel - the Euphrates became 
a Highway for the Booted Tramp of Thousands 
of Marching Feet - to the Doom of the City, 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
ADVENTISTS DRINK of the Heady-Fine offered 
them by their 1,000 Lords - that all is 
well within the Falls of the City. Doing 
NOTHING to avert the Danger that must b'o* 
met by others taking the Field of Battle.

in agitating these Issues by spending 
untold THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS to foment 
Trouble (with THOUSANDS of ADVENTIST 
DOLLARS finding their way into the same 
Poti) - with planned Propoganda sotting 
the Stage to take the POPULAR POSITIONS 
in the Greatest Drive in the History of 
tho MEDICAL BUND to enforce its MONOPOLY 
and DICTATORSHIP on the American people - 
and for all that Adventists know about it, 
it might be talcing place on the Moon, 
o-o-b-o-o-o
Their Leaders are taking the NEUTRAL 
position, they refuse to lift a Finger 
to Help the Right-Side - and God will 
laugh in the Day that their Fear will come. 
For this is the Law of Retribution.
They are choosing the Fellowship of what
ever Evangelist or Organization’s Might 
that APPEARS to be the most Popular - at 
the Moment, If that side gets in Trouble- 
they’will just as quickly take the other 
Side. They will not cast their lot in 
with any Minority - be the Cause ever so 
Right. One has but to read the Record of 
History to see'how that Policy will turn 
out in the End. It was for this Reason, 
and for this Reason alone - that such 
Books as P.P. - P.K. - G.C. - were Written. 
For the average‘Adventist - they were

& Cvorcdmd-
"LOVE” ...

11 AI:389.

THE ADVENTIST LEADERS hope to meet the 
RACIAL CRISIS, predicted in the Testimonies 
in detail, the BIBLE IN THE SCHOOL CRISIS, 

getting them to drop tho ’’Mark of tho Beast” tho NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES GANG-UP 
is a RED-LIGHT Indicator as to just how 
far matters have gone. The Adventist has 
been taken completely by Surprise. Looking 
for a Declaration of Open-Far by Church & 
State - by the passing of *’Sunday Laws” - 
he is now Surprised to find that ho has 
been successfully Surrounded 
by another Tactic entirely - 
’’This LOVE is not Heaven-born. 
O-O-O-O-O-O 
It is Time now to take a Second-Look at 
the Roman of Mystery that Rides the Groat 
Red Dragon - who does NOT carry a Machine- 
Gun nor an Arsonal of Armageddon’s Atomic- 
Bombs in her Pocket-Book. But she comes 
with a Glass of Hine, with Ruby-Dips and 
the Offer of “LOVE*! Thus many are Seduced 
by the Devil & this “Mother of Abominations” o-o-o-o-o-o 
“Come OUT of her, My people - that ye be 
not partakers of her Sins, and that"ye re
ceive not of her Plagues.” Rev..18• 4* This 
is the most solemn Message ever delivered 
to man. It is the Third,. Angel1 s Message. 
O—O—0—0—0—0 
The Question in the Devil’s mind is5 
How to Counteract that Message in tho Ranks 
of Seventh-day Adventists? And the Answer 
is found in the Combination of tho Tactics 
of Spiritualism & Romanism as soon in late 
Years - the Employment of Wholesale Pro
posals to “Understand" and to recognize 
"Rights” - in the name of “Love” & “Charity1! Written in Vain! The Ghost of the Fast 

will visit them. “They that lead thee 
CAUSE thee to Err - and they that are 
led of them - are DESTROYED.“ 
o-o-o-o-o-o
For the desperate Battle now talcing place, 
be Informed by Readings 
NATIONAL HEALTH’ FEDERATION BULLETIN, 
211 Fest Colorado Blvd. MONROVIA, Calif. 
O—O—O—O—O—o 
THE VOICE OF THE, NAZARENE -Assn. of Churches 
FINFYflLLE, Penna. USA. 15332 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
CHRISTIAN BEACON 
COLLINGSWOOD, 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
CHRISTIAN NATIONALIST CRUSADE, 
Gerald L.K. Smith, P.O.Box 27895, 
LOS ANGELES, Calif. 90027. USA. 
O-O-O-O-O-O 
These men, with State Senators on their 
Side - are trying to hold back a mighty 
Towering Fall of Evil and Oppression, in 
the name of “Tolerance” - “Civil Rights"- 
& other Catch-Phrases of INTOLERANCE.



be seen. "Go ye OUT

T

. p..

They took after CHIP.OPRACTFRS and HEALTH 
STOPES. The HEALTH STOPES had been D&.
TING the Medics by putting VITAMINS into

to meet“Him!"
■ ’ ' -fi ■■ ■■

.“C1 ■

-P.K.-G.C.-A A^.-and many others. V’o see 
■what happened to "THE CHURCH" at that Timo. 
And to Its Leaders. Will this History be 
Repeated - ? Sr, White says she was shown 
again and again that it would be. How many 
believe this? How many expect this? How 
many are looking for this?
O-O—O—O—O—O
Those who are - will be. very Interested to 
know.about the AUTUMN COUNCIL’S FANS for 
a' "BREAICTHP.OUC-H" in EVANGELISM! (Strange, 
very strange - that Billy Graham had a 
COUNCIL' ON EVANGELISM in Berlin ; 
and used the SAME WORD?: "BREAKTHROUGH J" 
and. also the vulgar term: "THRUST!i:;-w (p 
So the Jewish Church dreamed .

26- ( ‘184.) THE HISTORY OF THE JUL'S. 
"These things were written for our .Admoni
tion...." KHAT things were written - ? The

PK 600-6. T5:45O-I,32l. Ed.263, 
0-0-0-0-0-0 
CGROIFT Magazine. Nov.1966. p.74. ?
The new Commissioner of Food & Drugs - 
James I,.Goddard, MJ). - is going to take 
after ATX "PILL-PUSHERS" and the CHEMICAL 
T'DGOLS are screaming to high Heaven be
cause of it. Their Greed and Avarice ~ 
knew no Bounds - but in instituting their 
"QUACKERY CONGRESSES" and manipulating 

• such PUPPETS as NICHOLS of the R&H - all 
they did was give PUBLIC, PRESS, and TV 
attention to the OTHER. SIDE OF THE STORY 
and now the Law is investigating.the PILL
PUSHERS THEM^VESJ Let it be sol AmenJ 
0—0-0—0-0—o
"As ye do unto others - 
SO shall it be done to you again - 
Full measure, pressed down - 
And running over," ("THE PILL CONSPIRACY1
0—0—0—0—0—0 (SIGNET T33I9 75^)
THE LAE OF RETRIBUTION - -

As Christ THE LAW ABOVE ALL LAWS - -• ' K
"AS ye Sow - so shall ye Reap*" ' ' 
o-o-o-o-o-o :'-
Imagine tricing #3,000.00 of free Samples 
and manipulative Advertising for EVERY 
Medical Doctor in America,! To constantly’ 
Bombard him with their packaged Products, 
But when others did a small Business with 
NATURAL. PRODUCTS - these mighty Witch- 
Doctors of the Asphalt Jungle, their 
eyes Red with Jealousy - called in the 
Law to Investigate. And the Law is now 
doing just that - Investigating THEM| 

“ May there bo many Happy Returns! ' ■<
o—0—0—0—0—0—0—o->o—o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
THE ADVENTIST CHURCH also took the ' - 
POPULAR side in backing the JEIT-CO^IJNTST 
PLOT to agitate the impulsive Negro-hordes- 
That plot is beginning to Boomerang also. 
It is Time to Flee out of the City - for

Books reviewing the History of Isreal - P.P?‘PILLS. So the Medical Bund became jealous 
J that this our Traffic was in Danger * and 

asked the Government to step in. Invosti-
7 gate.Health Stores. Stop them.
0—0—0—0—0—0
INVESTIGATION of Jesus brought out certain 

C evidence of what the JEUS were up to.: 
J ’ That THEY were planning an INSURRECTION. 
^And so the demand for "ACTION!"• camo
.0 like a Ton of Bricks - on their own Head! 
> They were hung on their own Yardarm.
This Mordecai Experience is to be REPEATED.

just lately,^7
and. also the vulgar term: "THRUSTJ") 
So the Jewish Church dreamed . 
With all these Plans and Breakthroughs and 
Thrusts. -however, it is still ’ ritton that 
"It shall be seen that the Lord will take 
charge ,of the work HIMSELF"- the workers 
will be surprised at the Sinrolo moans the 
Lord will use - and it will go "CONTP/RY 

. TO ANY HUMAN PLANNING.“ ' TM 300,507.
0—0—0—0—0—0
So they can Plan and Scheme and Plot - it 
will still be "CONTRARY" (the very opposite 
of!) their well-laid Plans. For it will not 
go forward by them at all. "IN THE LAST 
SOLEMN WORK few great mon will be engaged. 
They. are SELF-sufficient, INDEIENDEiSr of 
God, and He CANNOT USE THEM." T5:8O. 
0—01—0—0—0—0 
They are SURE that Ho needs them - but the 
Record- reads: "HE CANNOT USE- THEM," .. ..
the Lord chose FISHERHiEN rather than those 
SPOILED in the Seminaries • so again He will 
choose those' NOT trained in’"LITERARY INSTI
TUTIONS." GO .606,455,171-5,443,456. A3:271. 
PK 223. COL 113. A5:294< 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
The Jewish Church Leaders, of course - were 
SURE the Lord could not do without them. 
After all ..the Government had done to’ thcm - 
they went to the Romans (the Government) - 
and asked them to INVESTIGATE this Now Move
ment Investiggfce Christ. Stop Christ. Look' 
into this supposed-to-be INSURRECTION. In
vestigate’what'this Jesus was up to. And 
then take ACTION!
O—O—o—o—o—o.That is what NICHOL of ihe FAR did.
He went to the Romans, to the Jews, and to 
the Catholics. His R&H articles' wore re
printed, by the Mllion, by the A1.A & the FDA. the Smoko of its Destruction will soon 
They honored him at their QUACKERY CONGRESS


